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Összefoglaló

E
gy épp kiadott szoftver jöv®je kétféle lehet: vagy a támogatás végével vég-
leg elfelejtik, vagy olyannyira hasznosnak bizonyul, hogy a felhasználók kissé

eltér® feladatok megoldására is fel kívánják használni, azaz a szoftver követke-
z® verziójának kifejlesztése válik szükségessé, amely már az újabb feladatokat is
ellátja. Mindez általánosságban az adatbázis-kezel® rendszerekre (továbbiakban:
ABKR-ekre) is igaz. Annyira beváltak a nagytömeg¶, egyszer¶, több (párhuza-
mos) alkalmazás által megosztott adatok kezelésére, hogy manapság már jóval
összetettebb adatok kezelésére is fel kell készíteni ®ket.
Milyen a számítógépek számára összetett adat? Attribútumok ezrei, többszörös
egymásba ágyazás vagy épp rekurzió nem hozzák a gépeket zavarba. Sokkal in-
kább a bonyolult szemantika kezelése jelent problémát: valamilyen módon ábrázol-
ni kell és vissza kell tudni adni lekérdezéskor. Jelen munka eme igény kielégítését
szolgálja az adatbázisok ábrázolási és lekérdezési képességeinek kiterjesztésével.
Konkrétan a következ®, az aktuális trendek szerint jelent®s problémákkal foglal-
kozik: kényszerekkel kiegészített, objektumorientált modellezés; lekérdezések nyílt
adatbázissémákban; feltételeknek leginkább (nem feltétlenül pontosan) megfelel®
elemek keresése.
A legújabb (UML 2.0-val kompatibilis) objektumorientált és (OCL 2.0-hoz hason-
latos) kényszerkezelési modellezési igények kielégítésére létrehoztam egy új, els®-
rend¶ logikán alapuló adatmodellt. Kidolgoztam továbbá egy formális módszert
objektumorientált eljárások ill. programok részleges helyességének bizonyítására
objektumok állapotinvariánsa, eljárások speci�kációja és ún. állapotalapú szere-
pek �gyelembevételével. Figyelemreméltó, hogy ez a módszer tágabb alkalmazási
területtel bír, nem csak adatbázis-kezelésben használható.
A nyílt adatbázissémák általános értelemben ontológiáknak tekinthet®k, és a benne
tárolt adatok gyakran entitások jellemz®inek részletes, korlátozások nélküli leírá-
sát szolgálják. Az ABKR-ek az entitások feldolgozásakor hagyományosan nem ve-
szik �gyelembe az elemek közötti kapcsolatok formájában jelenlev® (explicit nem
hivatkozott) információt. Pontosan ez a helyzet ontológián alapuló információ-
visszakeres® rendszereknél is. Mivel ezek további elterjedése várható, alapvet®,
hogy a beépített ABKR lekérdezéskor értelmezze a nyílt sémában ábrázolt sze-
mantikát. Létez® rendszerek bizonyítják, hogy ez lehetséges, bár az id®beli ha-
tékonyság még elmarad az elvárásoktól. Ennek javítására fejlesztettem ki egy
adatbáziskezel®-modult, amely egy halmazokon alapuló összehasonlító eljárást in-
tegrál oly módon, hogy azt kevésszer hívja meg.
Gyakori, hogy a �zikai rétegben valamilyen féligrendezést kell ábrázolni. Ennek
oka, hogy az alkalmazások gyakran dolgoznak halmazokkal és különféle hierarchi-
ákkal. Ugyancsak s¶r¶n el®fordul, hogy olyan attribútumon megfogalmazott fel-
tételeknek leginkább megfelel® elemeket keresünk, amelyen féligrendezés de�niált.
Megmutattam, hogy milyen ill. miként karbantartott kiegészít® adatstruktúrákkal
és hogyan lehetséges e�éle lekérdezések gyors megválaszolása.
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Resumé

T
he future of a piece of software which is just released can be of two di�erent
kinds: either after the maintenance phase it is no longer supported or it is

so much in use that the customers want to solve slightly di�erent tasks with it,
too, i.e. a new version facilitating the new use-cases will be developed. This also
applies to database management systems in general. They were so successful at
storing and retrieving big amount of simple data elements shared between diverse
(also concurrent) applications that nowadays intrinsic support for complex data
elements is required.
How can a data element be complex for computers? Thousands of attributes,
large nesting depth or even recursion do not make today's computers confused. It
is rather the complex semantics which do: they have to be represented in and, of
course, retrievable from databases. In order to meet this demand, this work aims at
enhancing the representation and retrieval capabilities of databases. In particular,
it concerns itself with the following challenges, all of which are hot topics based
on the latest trends: object-oriented data modelling with constraints, querying in
open schemata and closest match queries.
I have invented a new data model to support the latest modelling needs of object-
orientation (UML 2.0 compatibility) and constraint handling (like in OCL 2.0) with
�rst-order logic. I also supplied a formal method for proving partial correctness
in object-oriented environments with object invariance, operation and state-based
role speci�cations. Note that this method has a broader application potential: it
may be applied outside the database domain.
Open schemata can in a general sense be seen as ontologies and their data are
often used to describe some properties of the entities in an open way with subtlety.
The information represented in the form of connections among the elements is
traditionally not considered by the database management system when the enti-
ties are processed. Just like in ontology-based information retrieval systems, the
further widespread of which can be forecast, it is crucial to enable database man-
agement systems to interpret semantics represented in the open schemata upon
querying. That this is e�ectively possible is proven by existing systems. However,
time e�ciency in large scale is dissatisfying. To improve this, I have designed a
subsystem for database management systems which can integrate a given set-
oriented entity comparison method and unload its use during query evaluation.
In the physical layer, some form of pre orders has to be represented very often
since set values and semantic hierarchies are quite common in applications. It is
also often the case that closest match queries are issued against the attributes
on which pre orders are de�ned. I have shown how and what kind of auxiliary
structures can facilitate this use-case and how they are to be maintained.
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Abstract

O
ne of the recent challenges database management systems face is the complex
data semantics. They have to represent data of complex semantics and, of

course, facilitate retrieval of such data. This general demand can be characterised
as many di�erent problems. In this work I addressed three of them. To support
object-oriented data modelling with constraints I invented a new data model. I
also supplied a formal method for proving partial correctness with such an object
model. Moreover, I provided a time e�cient method to process queries in open
schemata while being aware of semantically rich connections between elements.
Last but not least, I proposed physical organisation for pre orders (such as sets
and semantic hierarchies) which also supports closest match queries.
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A Note on Citations

T
his work adopts a sophisticated way of professional references. The citations
may be rendered at 4 di�erent positions:

1. right after a term without a space character in between,

2. after a term with a space character in between,

3. right after the �nal punctuation mark of a sentence without a space character
in between,

4. after the �nal punctuation mark of a sentence with a space character in
between.

A citation immediately after a term or a sentence means that the term or the
sentence is described in or taken from the cited piece of literature. An interme-
diate space character indicates that more than the very last term or sentence is
adopted. The exact borders of the text imported are in these cases clear from the
surroundings. Examples:

1. `Although databases based on the relational data model[29]. . . ' says that
the relational data model is described in [29].

2. `. . . since the fundamental purpose of type systems is to prevent the oc-
currence of errors during the execution of programs [22] merely. . . ' says
that the description of the fundamental purpose of type systems is taken
from [22]. The word `since' delimits the beginning of the imported text.

3. `An ontology is a speci�cation of a conceptualization.[43, 84]' simply says
that the sentence is adapted from the cited work.

4. `The elements of the ontology are index terms in an OBIR system. The
various relationships between the ontology elements (OE) are used to judge
the similarity of OE's, which serves as the basis of looking up resources
relevant to the user query (also composed of index terms). [87, 81]' says that
both sentences are taken from the indicated work. As this is the beginning
of a paragraph, the start of imported text is naturally known.

Moreover, the order of the entries in multiple citations is not arbitrary. The
more concrete, more respectable, more notable comes �rst. In the last example
above, for instance, [87] is my work and published earlier than [81].
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Notation
General

! function

99K partial function

dom domain

range range

v pre order

� partial order
�= equivalence relation

: : : = �= factor set by equivalence relation

` logical derivability

j= logical entailment

9;8 quantors:
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variables to apply to can be omitted
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Functional calculi

 type entailment

� type environment

A, B atomic types

R, S, T sorts

U, V , W , X, Y (pre-)types

�, �, 	 formula sets

M, N terms

I, J sets of indices

i , j , k, l , n indices

x , y , z variables

� subtype

: typing

" empty overloaded function

�; � function application, overloaded function application

.;I one-step reduction

.�;I� reduction

: �eld selection

Symbols may appear with adornments as well.



1
Introduction

T
raditionally and fundamentally databases are the common back-ends of various
software systems which manage huge amount of data. This principal role

has revolutionary changed and is going to change over the decades. Apart from
the fact that databases tend to be no longer just data managers (most notably
applications such as web services are planted into them), requirements against data
managers are di�erent nowadays than before. From a very generic perspective,
changes in these requirements are induced by the following phenomena.

Object-oriented (OO) data modelling is �nally available in databases. How-
ever, these data models1 still have some lag behind the capabilities of state-of-
the-art OO modelling tools used in software engineering.

Databases are planted into all kinds of computer systems as main memory
and disk storage capacities increase while the prices of a unit drop. The aim is to
record all available data and use them, probably in an unforeseen way, to maximise
product quality and/or pro�t.

Amongst others which are not strictly related to data management these phe-
nomena are also envisaged by the paper [42].

Both phenomena I described impose new requirements on the representation
capability of databases. On one hand it should be rich to catch up with the
capability of software engineering tools, on the other hand it should be open to
incorporate not foreseen model elements or to store data elements which are
not conform to the pre-established model.[42, 84] This is required by the (data)
semantics which gets more and more complex along with the increasing intelligence
of software systems. The other side of the coin is the retrieval capability, which
has as well to be present and adequate (i.e. is to be suited to the representation
capability).

My work deals with how the representation and retrieval capabilities of databases
can be enhanced to match the demand of the phenomena I mentioned, i.e. how

1The term data model will be de�ned precisely in the next section. The informal meaning

implied by the words su�ces till then.

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

complex semantics can be represented. In this context retrieval actually needs not
to be mentioned explicitly because it does not su�ce to store something without
being able to retrieve it and therefore retrieval has equally to be considered, too.

1.1 Database Design

For the generic engineering reason (minimising overall e�ort by re-use via tem-
plates/methodologies), databases are generally realised by database management
systems (DBMS). Each DBMS has a metamodel, which de�nes elements to de-
scribe models, i.e. concrete descriptions of important properties of entities.2 Data

model is a term speci�cally used to signify metamodels of DBMS'. As such, a data
model is an integrated collection of concepts describing and manipulating data,
modelling relationships between data.[30] Finally, the (database) schema is the
overall description of the database.[30] It consists of 2 parts:

� model for data entities (using the data model of the DBMS) comprising the
external and the conceptual schemata [30],

� entity representation and optional auxiliary retrieval structures, i.e. the in-
ternal schema[30].

In accordance with the introduced database notions, database design involves
the following steps:

1. data model selection,

2. logical structure/database (external/conceptual schema) design,

3. physical structure/database (internal schema) design.

Because of its genericness, often an entity-relationship model (ERM)[28] is
set up for the data model-independent part of the logical database.[30] An entity-
relationship diagram (ERD)[28] is a diagrammatic representation of an ERM.

All of the previously enumerated design steps are targets of our seeking repre-
sentation methods for complex semantics.

1.2 Rich, OO Data Models

Although databases based on the relational data model[29] are still very com-
mon, OO databases[6] are widely employed in new software systems. The reasons
are well known: the OO paradigm o�ers a high abstraction level while retaining
intuitiveness. Moreover, since new software applications are almost exclusively
OO, there is no discrepancy in the representation of live (in-memory) and stored
(on-disk) entities.

There exists a standard for object persistence in databases, The Object Data
Standard (latest version is [27]) created by the Object Data Management Group

2In the common use, metamodels are often just called models since from the context it is

usually clear if a metamodel or a strictly meant model is referred to. Here I retain this tradition

unless it causes ambiguity.



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3

(ODMG). However, OO metamodels tend to become richer and richer in order
to describe the model-world more precisely. One of the modelling capabilities
OO data models (including the object model of the ODMG standard) miss is the
universal use of constraints. The universal use means more than the enforcement
of the traditional integrity constraints. It should cover all areas OO models used
in analysis, design, implementation and testing of software do.

In the need for a sole OO metamodel which is adequate for most purposes,
the Uni�ed Modeling Language Speci�cation (UML)[90, 91] and Object Constraint
Language (OCL)[70] of Object Management Group, Inc. (OMG) emerged. They
in�uenced all other, less commonly used OO models as well as the ODMG stan-
dard. In the �rst design step, the ultimate goal is thus to support their

features by a data model.

Formal methods nowadays play an important role in software veri�cation. A
method for formal veri�cation in such a constraint-enhanced OO data model shall
therefore be provided, too. This can be achieved by de�ning a type system for the
model since the fundamental purpose of type systems is to prevent the occurrence
of errors during the execution of programs [22] merely by analysing their code.

1.3 Ontologies: Open Database Schemata

Indeed, existing data models are already capable of representing database schemata
which are open (see page 1 for our interpretation) due to the earlier realised need
to manage semistructured data[19, 1]. But DBMS' do not give any further help
in retrieving the semantics which is complex in the following sense: all data to be
entered into a database have to be disassembled into basic units (e.g. records) but
once stored, is it really necessary to retrieve only the same disassembled units?
The answer is de�nitely no, but this is how DBMS' (including those managing
semistructured data, see e.g. [20, 1]) have worked.3

For instance, information retrieval (IR) systems are a�ected by this behaviour.
IR deals with the (digitalised) representation, storage, organisation of, and access
to documents [9], which are also referred to as resources since World Wide Web
(WWW)[11] has greatly in�uenced this area. Traditional IR systems employ huge
databases to manage (the so-called index) terms, resources and their relationship.
The retrieval method may seem trivial: returning resources which are related to the
given terms. However, hits obtained by this method are likely to be high in number
and not to contain all resources the user is interested in. Other, sophisticated
methods exist which overcome these de�ciencies (several are surveyed in [9]).
Amongst all, ontology-based IR (OBIR) systems are nowadays the most researched
ones (see e.g. [4, 72, 94, 66, 87, 73, 81]).

The principal hypothesis of OBIR is that applying conceptual knowledge in the
retrieval process leads to ful�lling the user's information need better.[81] Concep-
tual knowledge is something humans readily acquire in their �rst years of living
and IR systems also have to in order to reach this objective. The same need
arose in the �eld of Semantic Web, a new edition of WWW, which is comprehen-

3In fact, since stored procedures were introduced into DBMS's it is possible to implement

sophisticated query methods. However, the elementary retrieval method behind stored procedures

still operates on small units.
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sible by machines as well [12]. The authors of the visionary paper [12] nominated
ontologies for this purpose � whence the name of the related stream in IR.

An ontology is a speci�cation of a conceptualization.[43, 84] As such it is
inherently open and any database schema designed for an ontology must also be
open.

The elements of the ontology are index terms in an OBIR system. The various
relationships between the ontology elements (OE) are used to judge the similarity
of OE's, which serves as the basis of looking up resources relevant to the user
query (also composed of index terms). [87, 81] That is, the OBIR system is to
answer queries like

Which records are described by similar records as given? (Qsimilar)

Clearly, this is more sophisticated than allowed by DBMS' since the word `similar'
is not a query primitive for them. By the business logic it is eventually translated
into a query the DBMS can process. (`Described by' is just a many-to-many
relation understood by all DBMS'.)

There is a general tendency that as the amount of available information in the
world increases, not all (intended) recipient is able to process (or even discover) it
in its entirety but huge depots are established which store and index all information
and anyone can turn to them with enquiries on demand. So further and overall
spread of IR systems can be forecast. In the case of OBIR, this means that it
is no longer adequate to apply ad-hoc solutions to interpreting similarity for the
DBMS but the DBMS has to deal with queries such as (Qsimilar) on its own.

This work addresses this problem, too. We adopt a very generic de�nition of
ontology for this purpose.4 This way our results are applicable to any ontology
realisation and open database schemata in general.

De�nition 1.1 ((Generalised) Ontology). An ontology is a tuple

hE;�; �i

where

� E is the set of OE's,

� �:E 99K E [ hhE;Eii [ : : : is the signature of relations,

� �:E 99K 2E [ 2hhE;Eii [ : : : is the relation instantiation.

Of course,

dom(�) = dom(�) ^ 8x8y x2 dom(�) ^ y2�(x)) j�(x)j = jy j:

The ontology is �nite if and only if (i�) jEj <1.

4Strictly speaking, the elements of an ontology denoting schema-like items and kind of in-

stances are distinct notions, and only either of them can be called ontology to avoid ambiguity.

It is always clear from the context which one is meant when someone else's work is referred to;

in my work, both are treated in a uniform manner as it will be seen very soon.
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For instance, the above de�nition subsumes the de�nition of core ontology
with knowledge base from [17] and thus World Wide Web Consortium's (W3C)5

Resource Description Framework (RDF)[97] too [17]. That de�nition is presented
next.

De�nition 1.2 ((Weak) Partial Order � and Poset [13]). A (weak) partial order
is a binary relation � which is

re�exive, i.e. 8x x � x ,

transitive, i.e. 8x8y8z x � y ^ y � z ) x � z ,

antisymmetric, i.e. 8x8y x � y ^ y � x ) x = y .

A partially ordered set (or poset for short) is a set on the elements of which a
partial order is de�ned.

De�nition 1.3 (Core Ontology with Knowledge Base [17]). A core ontology with
knowledge base is a tuple

hC;�C ;R;�;�R; I; �C ; �Ri
where

� C and R are sets of so-called concept and relation identi�ers, respectively,

� �C and �R are partial orders on C and R, respectively, de�ning hierarchies,

� �:R! C [ hhC;Cii [ : : : is the signature of relations,

� I is the set of instance identi�ers,

� �C :C ! 2I and �R:R! 2I [ 2hhI;Iii [ : : : are concept and relation instantia-
tions, respectively.

As we do not make any inference over OE's, logic is not considered as a part
of the ontology in the de�nition.

1.4 Enhanced Physical Databases

Physical data organisation deals with the layout of data units on storage media
with the sole goal to improve response times to queries.[33] This de�nition already
re�ects the dominance of retrieval over representation in the physical organisation.
The reasons are twofold.

� Data independence, i.e. the possibility to change the physical organisation
without a�ecting the (database) applications [33], is mandatory. (See [33]
for details.)

� No special technique is needed (and is worth applying) to store data if
queries/data updates/deletions are rare compared to data insertion.6 All
actions but insertion intrinsically involve some retrieval.

5WWW homepage: http://www.w3.org
6Let alone real-time databases where constraints on response time exist. But that is a

dedicated area of database management and is not considered in this work.

http://www.w3.org
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So let us consider the new requirements in retrieval (on the physical level) and we
shall see what consequences on (physical) representation it may have.

Traditionally, to queries exact results are delivered. However, approximate
results are gaining signi�cance.[42] For instance, outside the relational world set
values are quite common7 and often an exact match cannot be expected but an
approximate (closest) match su�ces.

The logical proximity of data elements is determined by the data elements
themselves, after all. The challenge in this layer is therefore to grasp the

distance between data elements and to represent it (i.e. to �nd e�cient

organisation for it) in the physical database. E�ciency is measured, as usual
(see e.g. [33, 37]), in the number of input/output (IO) operations of the various
database operations (lookup, insert, delete, update [33]) on the storage.

This work derives the proximity from a partial order de�ned on the values
stored. There exists already extensive literature on the theory of partial orders. As
a matter of fact, there is already a data model based on partial orders[74] de�ned.
This data model has not attracted much interest despite the fact that partial
orders are frequent in applications (see e.g. [74] for a list) e.g. they model semantic
hierarchies[49] and they are the simplest generalisation of the set inclusion relation.

Proposition 1.1 (Set inclusion is a (weak) partial order). Any subset of a power
set with the set inclusion relation is a poset.

The apparent lack of interest in the application of such a data model can be
attributed to the lack of supportive physical organisation, which is in turn due to
the disappointing generic results which had been obtained earlier. The generic
theoretical studies consider comparison operations only when examining runtime
but since every operand for a comparison has to be read into the main memory in
advance, they also apply to physical databases storing partial orders.8

A search strategy is an algorithm to look up any element in a given poset. The
scope of this work includes de�ning e�cient search strategies for partial orders but
does not include e�ciently realising all algebraic operators de�ned in the partial
order data model. We are not concerned with computing e�cient search strategies
for a given class of posets either, which is an NP-hard problem [25]. Of course,
this result is not relevant for us since any element in a poset can be found in at
most linear time with the trivial brute force method. However and surprisingly,
no algorithm operating on a tree-like representation9 can be much faster than
that without a trade-o�: either poset lookup or modi�cation (or both) takes

(
p
n) time.[80] Furthermore, even in case of implicit data structures10 there is

a similar theoretical lower bound proven for the lookup operation.[67, 69] It has
to be noted, however, that fully implicit data structures are inappropriate for our
purpose. The reason is that the partial order is actually a part of the data to be
stored (in the attempt to provide a more e�cient lookup method than brute force),
not just the structure for some other data and as such it changes over time.11

7Relational database design usually involves normalisation[33], which requires all attributes

be atomic. Therefore set values are often split into their elements and additional relations in

relational databases.
8More precisely, they specify a lower bound for the number of IO operations.
9nodes connected by pointers

10pointer free, where the structure imposes the partial order on the elements
11Cf. Section 4.1 on exact assumptions.
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Nonetheless, results available on implicit data structures for lookup operations
apply to our problem, which means let alone poset modi�cation operations, poset
lookup cannot in general be faster in an implicit data structure than in a tree-
like representation. For these reasons, this dissertation fundamentally considers
tree-like (i.e. actually graph) representations.

Basic properties of poset lookup algorithms in graphs w.r.t. time-complexity is
given by [24]. Most importantly, there is a lower bound 
(w) where w denotes
the width of the graph and is equal to the size of the maximal antichain[14] in the
graph (Dilworth's theorem[13] for �nite graphs). This lower bound means that in
the worst case (i.e. the graph consists of isolated vertices only) no search strategy
can be faster than the brute force method (which actually works perfectly without
any additional data structure!). The consequences of this are twofold.

1. For particular applications it is worth investigating the additional properties
of the graph representing the posets of the application domain in order to
obtain signi�cantly faster lookup algorithms.

2. The e�ciency of generic lookup algorithms depends on other factors than
checking the elements which determine the width of the graph.

We aimed to provide foundations for the physical layer of domain-neutral
databases storing partially ordered data items, so we have based our work on
the second insight to improve response times to closest match queries over the
brute force method. For compatibility reasons, queries requesting exact results
shall be supported e�ciently, too.

1.5 Organisation

The next 3 chapters describe my contributions to the challenge, i.e. to represent
complex semantics in databases. Each chapter is devoted to a particular design
step. Firstly the chapter always recapitulates the challenge w.r.t. the design step,
i.e. the challenge is interpreted for the design step. If necessary, this involves
problem formalisation, too. Then my results are presented. The level of details
in the presentation varies. The main goal is to provide a succinct but exact
description of the results, so wherever a part of the detailed description is not
necessary for understanding it and there exists already a precise detailed description
in one of my publications, it is usually just cited there. Each chapter concludes
with a short summary, possibly discussing so far not mentioned aspects of the
contribution. Closely related work or to some extent alternative solutions, if any,
are described in a separate section.

The last chapter draws conclusion and envisages future research directions
based on my contributions. It also summarises the developments in the domain
of my research since the dissertation was prepared for the internal defence at the
department.
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1.6 Presentation

As the main topic of this dissertation is databases, I assume the reader is familiar
with the basics of this �eld of computer science. Nevertheless, for database notions
an outer reference is always given to a description at the �rst encounter. The
situation is the same with OO notions because of the widespread of the OO
paradigm though object-orientation is the topic of Chapter 2 only.

My work strongly relies on graph and set theory, predicate logic (also called
�rst-order logic (FOL)) and functional calculi, so in these areas a solid knowledge
is expected. However, to make their interpretation unambiguous, exact de�nitions
of certain notions are given in this work, too � again with outer references.

IR and ontologies are also mentioned in some parts of this dissertation. In
these �elds I assume only basic knowledge; each notion of these �elds is properly
introduced here.

A signi�cant part of my results is mathematical, which requires precise treat-
ment. The text thus contains many formal de�nitions, propositions and theo-
rems. Propositions report important mathematical facts while theorems describe
my mathematical results. All other results are embedded in the free text.



2
Leveraging Constraint-Enhanced OO Models

2.1 The Constraint-Enhanced Axiomatic OO Data
Model

It is clear from the Introduction why we aim to found an OO data model which
universally supports constraints. Our answer to this demand is an axiomatic data
model. Axiomatic means that it is based on logic and asserts propositions (axioms)
to formalise conditions which (must) always hold.

Logic-based data models are for historical reasons also called deductive data
models in the broader sense. In the strict sense, deductive models are only those
ones which employ the so-called proof-theoretic view of databases [33]. This is
not the case with our model, as we shall see in the next section.

The adjective constraint-enhanced refers to the fact that constraints are add-
ons in the model.

2.1.1 De�nition

The core of the formal de�nition below already appeared in [78, 52].

De�nition 2.1 (Our data model, database schema, database and query in our
model). Let L be a logic language which consists of

� an in�nite set of variable symbols,

� a set of constant (nullary function) symbols which stand for class, object
identi�ers and atomic constants,

� a set of predicate symbols: P,
� a set of non-constant function symbols: F ,
� the auxiliary symbols ( and ),

� the logical connectives :, ^, _, ),

� the quanti�ers 8 and 9.

9
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The elements of P are:

� unary symbols for each atomic type,

� basic predicate and relation symbols needed for the atomic types (e.g. =),

� the unary symbols class, object,

� the binary symbols special ize, instance,

� binary symbols for each attribute name,

� (n+1)-ary or (n+2)-ary symbols for the names of each operation taking n

arguments.

FOL with any L characterised above is the axiomatic OO data model which

supports application-speci�c constraints.
Let A be the set of the following formulae:

8c class(c) ) :object(c) (2.1)

8o object(o) ) :class(o) (2.2)

8c18c2 special ize(c1; c2) ) class(c1) ^ class(c2) (2.3)

8c8o instance(c; o) ) class(c) ^ object(o) (2.4)

8 class(c) ) special ize(c; c) (2.5)

8 special ize(c1; c2) ^ special ize(c2; c1) ) c1 = c2 (2.6)

8 special ize(c1; c2) ^ special ize(c2; c3) ) special ize(c1; c3)(2.7)

8o9c object(o) ^ instance(c; o) (2.8)

8c18c28o special ize(c1; c2) ^ instance(c1; o) ) instance(c2; o) (2.9)

A set � of closed formulae of L is a database schema if it is consistent and
� ` A. A structure S corresponding to L is a database if S j= �. Any closed
formula ' of L is a query. Upon querying it needs to be indicated as well whether
it is to be evaluated as

� S
?

j= ', i.e. whether the query formula is currently true in the database or

� �
?

` ', i.e. whether the query formula is always true in all possible states of
the database.

In the former case, the DBMS shall return a (variable) assignment for the exis-
tentially quanti�ed variables the quantors of which are not preceded by universal
ones in the prenex normal form of the query.

Note that the de�nition of our data model complies with the general require-
ments of data models (see Section 1.1).
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Object
id: int
log(Token):bool
log(IToken):bool

inv: id>0

inv: :empty(name)

pre: imp2access

pre: imp2ouser.rights

inv: access�ruser.rights

impersonate(User):Token

access:set
Token

IToken

inv: ruser.id6=ouser.id impersonate(User):Token

*
User 1 ruser

rights:set

*

1
ouser

name:string

Figure 2.1: Class diagram of an access control subsystem

Example 2.1. Let us consider the object model of an access control subsystem.
We conceive the access control as a two-step process: �rst users of the system
authenticate themselves to gain certain access rights to any object and receive
a token, then with appropriate tokens they are authorised to carry out actions
on objects. One of the bene�ts of token usage is that it inherently supports
impersonation.

Figure 2.1 depicts an excerpt of the class diagram of this scenario. The di-
agram uses the notations of OMG's UML[89] and OCL[70] and presumes that
the classi�ers bool, int, set and string are prede�ned. To enable uniform object
management, we de�ne the class (just like Java's[5] Object) Obj as the root of
all classes. Although the name of the attributes, operations and association roles
should be self-describing, we give a brief explanation of them:

access: rights the user obtained in a particular token;

id: object identi�er;

impersonate: creates a new token on behalf of another user;

log: audits object access, returns true if successful;

name: user name;

ouser: user who impersonates another;

rights: access rights a user can have in tokens;

ruser: user whose name is logged whenever an object is accessed with the token.

A concrete L needs to include the following elements to be able to model this
scenario:

� constant symbols to identify the classes, i.e. obj , user , token, i token,
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� unary symbols for the atomic types, i.e. bool , int, set, str ing,

� the predicate symbols >, 2, �, empty ,

� binary symbols for the attribute names and binary associations, i.e. id , name,
r ights, access, ruser , ouser ,

� predicate symbols for the operation names1, i.e. log_t/3, log_i t/3,
impersonate_t/3, impersonate_i t/3.2

The example continues in the next section after the informal description of the
set of mandatory (domain-independent) axioms denoted by A is presented.

It is worth investigating if the data model is model-theoretic or proof-theoretic.
These views were originally introduced for relational databases by [75], but one
can interpret them in general.

De�nition 2.2 (model-theoretic, proof-theoretic data models). A data model is
model-theoretic if the queries are evaluated against some model (in the sense of
logic) and proof-theoretic if the queries are evaluated against some logic theory,
i.e. the evaluation involves proof procedures.

Our logic-based model though bears properties of both, it rather appoints the
model-theoretic perspective since axioms are used `only' to render the frame for
the actual data items.

2.1.2 OO Properties

In accordance with the goals set forth, it has to be checked if the model is compat-
ible to the constructs of UML[90, 91], i.e. if the model is OO in our interpretation.

Although UML itself de�nes `compliance levels', rather compatibility than com-
pliance is addressed here because even the lowest compliance level requires all el-
ements of the (UML) Basic package have an equivalent in the compliant model.
But we investigate only if the model has equivalents of all fundamental concepts
of object-orientation: class, object, method, generalisation, polymorphism. Map-
ping all elements of the Basic package would make our data model unnecessarily
complex. With compatibility it is ensured that, if needed, the data model can be
augmented to be UML-compliant.

De�nition 2.3 (Class and object[91]). A class describes a set of objects that
share the same speci�cations of features, constraints and semantics. A class is
a kind of classi�er whose features are attributes and operations. [. . . ] Some of
these attributes may represent the navigable ends of binary associations.

A method is an implementation of an operation.

In our model, objects are entities, which are identi�ed by constants and only for
such constants o object(o) holds. The objects have various features, including

� attributes, represented by the respective binary predicates,

1The arity of each is symbol is indicated after a slash following the name itself.
2The su�xes after the underscore are used to distinguish by name the di�erent operations

sharing the same name in the class diagram. See also Example 2.5.
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� binary associations, represented like attributes,

� n-ary operations, represented by the respective (n+1)-ary and (n+2)-ary
predicates. The additional arguments are needed for the owner (in the con-
text of which the operation is invoked, �rst argument) and, if there is any,
for the return value (second argument).

Classes are, too, model entities described by constants. For such constants c

class(c) holds but they are di�erent than objects: (2.1)-(2.2). That objects be-
long to classes is described by the axiom (2.8) using the predicate instance(c; o).
The domain of the predicate arguments is determined by (2.4). That all objects
of a class have a certain feature can be formalised:

8o8a1 : : : 8an9r instance(co ; o) ^ instance(c1; a1) ^ : : : ^ instance(cn; an) )
FEATURE(o; r; a1; : : : ; an) ^ instance(cr ; r) (2.10)

where FEATURE is the predicate symbol of the feature, a1; : : : ; an are only present
if the feature is an operation, not an attribute or an association. As already
mentioned, r may be omitted for operations if there is no return value. A formula
of the form (2.10) assigns the feature to the class identi�ed by co in the formula.

The previously enumerated formulae still allow an object to have features not
de�ned by its classes. To disallow this, one can add formulae of the form

8o8a1 : : : 8an8r FEATURE(o; r; a1; : : : ; an) )
instance(co ; o) ^ instance(c1; a1) ^ : : : ^ instance(cn; an) ^ instance(cr ; r) (2.11)

to the database schema.

Example 2.2 (contd.). A database schema for the scenario introduced earlier
contains the following formulae to describe the classes.

� Attribute de�nitions:

8o8a id(o; a) ) instance(obj; o) ^ int(a)

8o8a name(o; a) ) instance(user; o) ^ str ing(a)

8o8a r ights(o; a) ) instance(user; o) ^ set(a)

8o8a access(o; a) ) instance(token; o) ^ set(a)

8o8a ruser(o; a) ) instance(token; o) ^ instance(user; a)

8o8a ouser(o; a) ) instance(i token; o) ^ instance(user; a)

� Operation de�nitions:

8 log_t(o; r; a) ) instance(obj; o) ^ bool(r) ^ instance(token; a)

8 log_i t(o; r; a) ) instance(obj; o) ^ bool(r) ^ instance(i token; a)

8 impersonate_t(o; r; a) )
instance(token; o)^ instance(i token; r) ^instance(user; a)

8 impersonate_i t(o; r; a) )
instance(i token; o)^ instance(i token; r) ^instance(user; a)
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� Formulae of the form (2.10):

8o9a instance(obj; o) ) id(o; a) ^ int(a)

8o9a instance(user; o) ) name(o; a) ^ str ing(a)

8o9a instance(user; o) ) r ights(o; a) ^ set(a)

8o9a instance(token; o) ) access(o; a) ^ set(a)

8o9a instance(token; o) ) ruser(o; a) ^ instance(user; a)

8o9a instance(i token; o) ) ouser(o; a) ^ instance(user; a)

8o8a9r instance(obj; o) ^ instance(token; a) )
log_t(o; r; a) ^ bool(r)

8o8a9r instance(obj; o) ^ instance(i token; a) )
log_i t(o; r; a) ^ bool(r)

8o8a9r instance(token; o) ^ instance(user; a) )
impersonate_t(o; r; a) ^ instance(i token; r)

8o8a9r instance(i token; o) ^ instance(user; a) )
impersonate_i t(o; r; a) ^ instance(i token; r)

� Formulae of the form (2.11):

8o8a id(o; a) ) instance(obj; o) ^ int(a)

8o8a name(o; a) ) instance(user; o) ^ str ing(a)

8o8a r ights(o; a) ) instance(user; o) ^ set(a)

8o8a access(o; a) ) instance(token; o) ^ set(a)

8o8a ruser(o; a) ) instance(token; o) ^ instance(user; a)

8o8a ouser(o; a) ) instance(i token; o) ^ instance(user; a)

8 log_t(o; r; a) )
instance(obj; o)^ bool(r) ^instance(token; a)
8 log_i t(o; r; a) )

instance(obj; o)^ bool(r) ^instance(i token; a)
8 impersonate_t(o; r; a) )

instance(token; o)^ instance(i token; r) ^instance(user; a)
8 impersonate_i t(o; r; a) )

instance(i token; o)^ instance(i token; r) ^instance(user; a)

Constraints are any other3 arbitrary formulae which are part of the schema.
For example, constraints may describe object invariance criteria, operation pre-
and postconditions. However, the model introduced above is in its current form
limited to constraints which can be expressed in FOL.

3That is they are not (2.1)-(2.9) and not like (2.10), (2.11).
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Constraints also include methods, which are traditionally de�ned in logic as
universally closed implications [61] (i.e. constraints which de�ne the relationship
between the operation input and the output):

BODY ) OPERATION(o; r; a1; : : : ; an) (2.12)

A constraint is assigned to a class identi�ed by c

� if the formula contains no other class identi�er than c and

� in the formula all predicate symbols which correspond to features are assigned
to c .

Example 2.3 (contd.). The class diagram entails that the following constraints
are part of the database schema for the scenario.

� Invariance criteria:

8o8a instance(obj; o) ^ id(o; a) ) a > 0

8o8a instance(user; o) ^ name(o; a) ) :empty(a)

8 instance(token; o) ^
ruser(o; u) ^ access(o; a) ^ r ights(u; r) ) a � r

8 instance(i token; o) ^
ruser(o; r) ^ ouser(o; u) ^ id(r; ir ) ^ id(u; iu) ) ir 6= iu

� Operation preconditions:

8 instance(token; o) ^ instance(user; u) ^
impersonate_t(o; r; u) ^ access(o; a) ) imp 2 a

8 instance(i token; o) ^ instance(user; u) ^
impersonate_i t(o; r; u) ^ ouser(o; s) ^ r ights(s; a) ) imp 2 a

From these formulae, only the formulae of the invariance criteria are formally as-
signed to their class because the formulae of the operation preconditions reference
more than one class.

No example is given here for methods as constraints because that would need
many more symbols in L and this representation of methods is well-known from
Prolog4.

De�nition 2.4 (Generalisation[91]). A generalization is a taxonomic relationship
between a more general classi�er and a more speci�c classi�er. Each instance of
the speci�c classi�er is also an indirect instance of the general classi�er. Thus,
the speci�c classi�er inherits the features of the more general classi�er.

In our model, generalisation is represented by the special ize binary predicate:
(2.3). Its usual (partial order) properties are described by formulae (2.5)�(2.7).
That an object is also instance of a more general class is formalised by the for-
mula (2.9). In this way, whenever a feature of a generic class is referred to (in a
formula, e.g.), it is ensured that the same feature of all more speci�c class is as
well referred to: the feature is inherited.

4Prolog is the �rst logic programming language. It is standardised as ISO/IEC 13211-1:1995

and ISO/IEC 13211-2:2000.
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Example 2.4 (contd.). The following formulae are also part of the database
schema for the scenario to specify the generalisation relation:

special ize(obj; user); special ize(obj; token); special ize(token; itoken):

De�nition 2.5 (Polymorphism[23]). The operands (actual parameters) of poly-
morphic operations can have more than one type.

There are two types of polymorphism: universal and ad-hoc.[23] In practice
both of them are important but since ad-hoc polymorphism is just a syntactic
abbreviation for a �nite set of di�erent types [23], we consider only universal
polymorphism here.

Universal polymorphism can be inclusion or parametric.[23] Inclusion polymor-
phism w.r.t. classes was recently discussed at generalisation and it was shown to
be supported by our axiomatic OO data model.

Since it is universal, by de�nition parametric polymorphism works on an in�-
nite number of types having a common structure.[23] Parametric polymorphism is
usually realised in one of the following two ways [23]:

� by template constructs which need to be explicitly bound (instantiated) be-
fore use as in UML[91] and e.g. in the programming language C++[21],

� by generic constructs which operate on any entity ful�lling a set of require-
ments. This is typical of functional programming languages like ML[65] but
also supported by UML via type stereotypes[91].

Our data model for the sake of simplicity and because of genericness employs
the latter. As in UML, the notion of class covers these type stereotypes as well.

Example 2.5 (contd.). The scenario exhibits only the ad-hoc type of polymorphism
(besides the inclusion polymorphism usual in OO modelling). A clear indication of
this fact is that no class is designated in the class diagram to realise any parametric
polymorphism.

Because databases traditionally have a long lifespan, there is one additional
notion OO data models have to support: roles[41, 38, 89].[71] The concept is
widely-used in general in OO analysis and design but has unfortunately many
di�erent names, not even the 1.5 and 2.0 versions of UML use the same term
(see Classi�erRole vs. ConnectableElement in [89] and [91], respectively).

The diversity in terminology partially arises because there are two role represen-
tation methods: explicit and implicit. In the case of explicit representations, that
an object plays a role is expressed by a `dynamic object' or a `role object', which
is created and destroyed as needed. The corresponding terms for roles include
dynamic classes (see e.g. [63]) and role types (see e.g. [41]).

The implicit role representation derives role membership from the features and
state of the objects automatically, no additional objects are required. Such roles
are hence also called state-based roles. The terms virtual classes (see e.g. [77])
and even just types (see e.g. [52] and ConnectableElement in [91]) are also used
for roles. The term type is justi�ed by the fact that a role is actually no more than
a set of requirements to be ful�lled by the object instances. Since an attribute
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may represent the existence of a role object, the implicit representation subsumes
the explicit one.

It has to be clear that there is a fundamental di�erence between the notions
interface and (implicit) role. Both of them are sets of requirements but interfaces
are realised by classes and therefore all instances of those classes inherently ful�l
the requirements of the interface, while (implicit) roles are populated with objects
of any class if they ful�l the criteria of the role.

Our axiomatic OO data model supports implicit role representations via its
regular notion of class. This is achieved via classes to which formulae of the form

8o CONDITION) instance(co ; o) (2.13)

are assigned. CONDITION may reference features: their existence, values etc.

Example 2.6 (contd.). The example scenario does not de�ne any role.
Now that the full database schema � corresponding to the class diagram of

the scenario has been presented, a sample database and a few sample queries are
given. Let us assume that besides the classes only a single instance of User is
present currently in the database.

For the database a structure S has to be given. Its universe is the union of

� all truth values (true, f alse),

� all possible database object (class, instance etc.) identi�ers, e.g. natural
numbers,

� all natural numbers (including 0),

� all strings (including the empty string),

� a few rights such as R for read, W for write and imp for impersonate and

� the power set of all the previous elements.

The signature of the structure is known from L. The intepretation of the symbols
of L is straigthforward for the commonly used symbols and for the rest:

� obj , user , token, i token denote 1; 2; 3; 4 respectively,

� i1 (an object identi�er symbol) denotes 5,

� class is true only for 1; 2; 3; 4,

� object is true only for 5,

� special ize is true only for h1; 2i; h1; 3i; h3; 4i,
� instance is true only for h2; 5i,
� id is true only for h5; 1i,
� name is true only for h5; "Administrator"i,
� r ights is true only for h5; fR;W; impgi,
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� access, ruser , ouser is never true,

� bool is only true for true and f alse,

� int, set and str ing are only true for the corresponding elements of the
universe,

� empty is only true for the empty string ("").5

It is easy to see that S j= �. Valid queries are, for instance,

S
?

j= 9o id(o; 1) and �
?

` 8o8a r ights(o; a) ^ imp 2 a:

2.1.3 Related Approaches

Since constraints presume some logic, logic-based data models are of course of
prime interest here.

There is a separate group of logic-based OO databases called deductive OO
databases (DOOD)[36]. Research attention turned into this direction as it had
seemed to o�er all the advantages of the OO paradigm and logic-based (deductive)
approaches. Because integration of databases into their environment (software
systems that use them) is equally important, DOOD research mainly focused on
creating a language for DOOD's assuming that former logical foundation was
adequate. However, some people saw no possibility of major breakthrough in this
approach and sought new logical foundations. [36]

Our data model can also be regarded as a member of this latter group. Its
neighbours are F-logic[57] and Fernandes' axiomatic data model[35].

The closer relative is the other axiomatic OO data model, which is proof-
theoretic. Although that model could support, it does intentionally not deal
with application-speci�c integrity constraints so that queries can be extensively
optimised.[35] So that the results are widely applicable, it introduces a rich set of
modelling elements. This is quite the opposite of what we aimed at. We here-
with showed that the general support of application-speci�c integrity constraints
is theoretically possible and fruitful with the basic data model. The practical issues
(such as decidability) have to be treated in the respective applications, just as we
do in a similar situation in the upcoming chapter (precisely in Section 2.2.7), for
example. However, after su�cient experience in tailoring the model, it would be
worth merging the results of the two axiomatic models by extending ours with

some constructs of the other and by considering optimisation for �
?

` ' queries.

(Evaluation of S
?

j= ' queries can obviously adapt optimisation techniques devel-
oped for model-theoretic data models such as for the relational data model.)

F-logic appoints the model-theoretic perspective and is rather constraint-capable
but it is not strictly OO. Not only did it endeavour to bring together logic and
object-orientation but also to o�er a �exible basis for languages in arti�cial intel-
ligence [57]. Indeed, it sacri�ced object-orientation for the sake of the latter.

5The interpretation of the symbols denoting operations is omitted on purpose as no method

has been de�ned in the examples.
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2.2 Proving Partial Correctness w.r.t. Constraints in
OO Environments

In this section we provide a formal veri�cation method for constraint-enhanced
OO models. We achieve this via functional calculi with appropriate type systems.

As there had been no type system which was capable of ensuring error-free
operation w.r.t. additional (value) constraints set forth by object invariance, op-
eration and arbitrary state-based role speci�cations, in [83, 85] I proposed new
calculi which gave a typed foundation to the basic features of OO programming
(i.e. classes, inheritance, overloading with multiple dispatch6 and late binding)
along with value constraints. The basis of the work was �&-calculus[26] because
variants of �& incorporated all vital OO features including type-preserving func-
tions, bounded polymorphism as well as multiple dispatch, and similar techniques
may be applied to our results to gain a full-�edged OO calculus. Our calculi are
basically extensions of �& with value constraints and thus were given the names
�&{ and �&{', where { stands for constraints.

The rest of the section introduces the new formalisms in their entirety based
on [83, 85] and describes their application for program veri�cation, what will also
enlighten the purpose of/need for having two calculi.

2.2.1 Sorts and Pre-types

De�nition 2.6 (Pre-Types, Sorts). Pre-types are:

V ::= xA�� j (xV!yV )�� j f(x1V!y1V )��1; : : : ; (xn
V!yn

V )��ng��;

where � is a set of �rst-order well-formed formulae, the constraints. A pre-type
without its outermost constraint set is called a sort. (This corresponds to the left
side of the outermost� symbol in the pre-type.)

The constructions from left to right are basic types, (non-overloaded) function
types, types of overloaded functions with n branches. Note that in this terminology,
atomic types are actually not types, only sorts. We have retained their original
terminology, however, in order to be coherent with other calculi.

Well-formed formulae of the constraint sets are built from atomic formulae
with the standard logical connectives and quanti�ers as in FOL. Each free variable
of a constraint formula shall appear as a lower-left index of an atomic type or a
function (pre-)type in the sort to which the formula belongs. As suggested and will
be introduced later in the type system, each of these variables refers to the part of
the (pre-)type expression which it marks. As a consequence, these index variables
have all to be di�erent within each sort. To ease reading, lower-left indices can
be omitted if they are not referenced or the constraint set is designated only by a
symbol.

The actual set of predicate and function symbols can be freely chosen and
are usually determined by the application domain, i.e. by the (pre-)types. (But
for technical reasons, function symbols except constants may be disallowed, see

6Multiple dispatch means that method selection is based on taking into account types of all

arguments, not only the type of the receiver of the message.
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A � B

A�� � B��
VM [taut]

U2 � U1 V1 � V2

(U1!V1)�� � (U2!V2)��
VM [!]

I � J 8i2I (Ui!Vi)��i � (Xi!Yi)��i

f(Uj!Vj)��jgj2J�� � f(Xi!Yi)��igi2I��
VM [fg]

` 8 ^ (�̂ [�)) �

S�� � S��
VM [`]

U � V V � W

U � W
[trans]

Figure 2.2: Subtyping rules

Section 2.2.7.) A few predicate symbols, namely for each atomic type a unary
symbol needs to be de�ned, however. Their semantics are that the parameter
is of that type (i.e. an element of the domain of that type) and they serve the
purpose of separating the theories of the atomic types, as explained a bit later.

Two special operations are interpreted on constraint sets:

1. _� is the set of free variables in �.

2. �̂ is a set of open, atomic formulae of the form

type(x);

where x 2 _� and type is the unary predicate symbol for the atomic type
indexed by x in S��.

Example 2.7. Assuming int is the atomic type of integer numbers, xint�fx>0g
is the type of positive integers with the usual greater than relation. Provided that
� = fx>0g, the following equalities hold: _� = fxg and �̂ = fint(x)g.

2.2.2 The Subtyping Relation

Assuming there exists a partial order � on atomic types (i.e. A � B means the
atomic type A is a subtype of the atomic type B), the subtyping relation (�) is
de�ned for pre-types by the rules depicted in Figure 2.2.

There are three rules for each pre-type construction, one rule for constraint set
comparison and one for transitivity (depicted in this order). In the cases of rules
marked with VM a special condition has to hold between the pre-types compared
in the consequent. VM is a symmetric binary relation; its formal de�nition is given
below.

De�nition 2.7 (Variable Match of pre-types).

� VM( xA��; xB��) is always true,

� VM((U1!V1)��; (U2!V2)��) holds if VM(U1; U2) and VM(V1; V2),
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� VM(f(Ui!Vi)��igi2I��; f(Xi!Yi)��igi2I��) holds if for all i2I

VM((Ui!Vi)��i ; (Xi!Yi)��i):

A standard technique of logic called substitution of free variables permits re-
placing variables with other variables in pre-types as long as the replacing variable
does not previously exist in the formula set. This means that the notation VM
rather imposes syntactic conditions on its arguments and therefore appears as a
side-condition.

Rule [`] ensures (pre-)type re�exivity on one hand, and expresses the trivial
expectation that a (pre-)type enforcing `stricter' rules is a subtype of another on
the other hand. As �rst-order logic is sound and complete, everything deducible
is true and conversely. To be able to deduce true formulae, however, proper
axioms which formalise the properties of predicates and functions used for formula
construction are needed. Axioms as well as the formulae to prove make use of the
unary predicate symbols to specify the domains from which the variables take their
values. In rule [`] the formula set with a hat speci�es the domains of variables.

Example 2.8. One intuitively expects that the pre-types xint�fx>0g and

yint�fy>0g are equivalent (i.e. subtypes of each other). In fact, this is eas-
ily provable with the rule [`]. Clearly, similar equivalence holds between any two
pre-types which di�er only in their variables.

Example 2.9. Based on the subtyping rules, if all integers are real numbers,
i.e. int � real , it is provable that positive integers are positive real numbers,
i.e.

xint�fx>0g � yreal�fy>0g
holds.

Since int � real holds, with rule [taut] one gains

xint�fx>0g � xreal�fx>0g:

The latter relation is equivalent to

xint�fx>0g � yreal�fy>0g

as only x is substituted with y on the right side.

2.2.3 Types

Just as in �&, consistency criteria are enforced on types to allow the consistent
application of reduction rules (which will be introduced in Section 2.2.6).

In �&{, we do not impose any new requirement compared to �&-calculus,
i.e. types in our calculi are de�ned by induction on the shape of the pre-type as
follows.

De�nition 2.8 (Types in �&{).

1. A�� 2 Types,

2. if V1; V2 2 Types then (V1!V2)�� 2 Types,
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3. f(Ui!Vi)��igi2I�� 2 Types if for all i ; j 2 I

(a) (Ui!Vi)��i 2 Types and

(b) Ui � Uj ) Vi � Vj and

(c) for every U maximal element in the set of common lower bounds of Ui

and Uj , there exists a unique h 2 I such that Uh is contained by the
equivalence class of U.

Informally, pre-types created from atomic types and (non-overloaded) function
types created from types (possibly recursively) are all types. Overloaded function
pre-types are types if

(a) all branches are types,

(b) in case of branch specialisation (which corresponds to function specialisation
in the OO terminology) covariance holds,

(c) an unambiguous most speci�c branch to select always exists upon application
of an overloaded function.

In �&{', however, additional conditions apply to overloaded function types.

De�nition 2.9 (Types in �&{'). In addition to the ones enumerated earlier (De�-
nition 2.8), two extra conditions have to be satis�ed by overloaded function types:

3. f(Si��i!Vi)��igi2I�� 2 Types if for all i ; j 2 I

(d) i = j or Si 6= Sj ,

(e) Si�; � Sj�; ) Si��i � Sj��j .

That is, for all branches the sort of the argument of the function shall be
di�erent, and subtype relationship between the types of the arguments can be
decided solely based on their sorts without considering their constraint sets.

2.2.4 Terms

Our calculi have exactly the same terms as �&.

De�nition 2.10 (Terms). Terms are:

M ::= x j c j �xV:M j M�M j " j M&VM j M�M

where c denotes generic constants and V 2 Types.

The �rst part of the terms is well-known from typed �-calculus. The last 3
terms are the constant for the empty overloaded function, overloaded function
construction and overloaded function application respectively. The symbol & in
overloaded functions, as in �&, has to be annotated by a type. Just as in �&, it
assures the soundness of the calculi since it is not a�ected by term reduction; see
Section 2.2.6.
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�  x : � (x) [tautx ]

�  c : xT�fx=cg [tautc ]

�  ": fg�; [taut"]

�  M:U � V

�  M: V
[subsumption]

�; (x :U)  M:V

�  �xU:M: (U!V )�; [! intro]

�  M: (U!V )�� �  N:U

�  M�N: V [! elim]

�  M: f(Ui!Vi)��igi2I�� �  N:Uj

�  M�N: Vj [fg elim]

�  M:W � fUigi6n�1�� �  N:Un

�  (M&fUigi6n��[�nN): fUigi6n��[�n

8j8k _�j\ _�k = ; Ul � (Vl!Sl��l)��l [fg intro]

Figure 2.3: Type system rules

2.2.5 The Type System

In Figure 2.3 we precisely de�ne the typing relation (which is common to both
calculi). The notation �  M:U � V is used as a shorthand for the conjunction
�  M:U and U � V .

It is noteworthy that our type system (unlike the one of �&) does not spec-
ify unique typing (w.r.t. equivalence classes) for terms but rather employs rule
[subsumption]. This fact also a�ects the rules dealing with overloaded functions;
disregarding the constraint sets they have simpler forms than in �&-calculus.

Many of the type system rules and their structure are known from various �-
calculi but manipulating the constraint sets is a new feature. It is straightforward
in many cases, the exceptions are highlighted below.

Rule [tautc ] speci�es that constants are equal to the corresponding constants
in the logical language, which makes them fully usable as terms in our calculi.

The constraint set of the type of the �-abstraction is always empty. The
constraint set could describe the connection between the parameters and the result
of the function. By the restriction, this feature is deliberately excluded from the
current version of the calculi, as conditions which need to hold when functions
are invoked and the results are delivered (unrelated pre- and postconditions) can
adequately be expressed in this way as well.

Example 2.10 (Related pre- and postconditions). Let us consider a (curried)
function which adds an integer to a set. This function then might have the type

( xset�;!(int�;! zset�;)�;)�fsize(z)>size(x) _ size(z)=size(x)g;
where size is a symbol of a function returning the size of a collection. Alternatively,

( xset�;!(int�;! zset�;)�;)�fcardinality_bigger_or_equal(z; x)g
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or

( xset�;!(int�;! zset�;)�;)�f8xl8zl (size(xl ; x) ^ size(zl ; z))) (zl>xl _ zl=xl)g

might type the function, if

� cardinal i ty_bigger_or_equal is a symbol of a binary predicate which is
true i� the size of the �rst argument is greater than or equal to the size of
the second argument,

� size is a symbol of a binary predicate which is true i� the �rst argument
equals to the size of the second argument.

However, such types are not deducible with the current typing rules of the calculi
since the pre- and postconditions are not unrelated.

Similarly, the outermost constraint set of the type of an overloaded function
could keep track of all constraints among all elements of the overloaded function
type, however, currently only the constraints on elements of the return types of
the member function types are recorded there as this su�ces to represent object
invariants (see Section 2.2.7). Obviously, variables have to unambiguously identify
parts of the overloaded function. This is ensured by the intersection condition on
the dotted formula sets.

2.2.6 Semantics

Operational Semantics

We de�ne substitutions on the terms before giving the operational semantics by
the reduction relation.

De�nition 2.11 (Term substitution). The term M[x :=N] is de�ned by induction
as follows.

� x [x :=N] = N

� y [x :=N] = y if y 6� x

� "[x :=N] = "

� (�x:M 0)[x :=N] = �x:M 0

� (�y:M 0)[x :=N] = �y:(M 0[x :=N]) if y is not free in N

� (P&UQ)[x :=N] = ((P [x :=N])&U(Q[x :=N]))

� (P �Q)[x :=N] = (P [x :=N]) � (Q[x :=N])
� (P �Q)[x :=N] = (P [x :=N]) � (Q[x :=N])

De�nition 2.12 (Reduction in �&{). The one-step reduction relation (.) is de-
�ned by the following rules and can be applied to terms in any context (where
contexts are de�ned in the standard way).
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(Non-overloaded) function application

�xV:M � N .M[x :=N] (�)

Overloaded function application If N is closed and irreducible, let

U 2 fU 0j�  N:U 0 ^ 8V �  N: V ) U 0�V g

and
Uj = min

i
fUi jU � Uig

then

(M1&
f(Ui!Vi )��igi=1;:::;n��M2) � N .

{
M1 � N; for j<n
M2 � N; for j=n

(�&)

The reduction relation (.�) is the re�exive and transitive closure of .. Symbol .�&
denotes a single reduction step performed via rule (�&).

Clearly, the argument of an overloaded function must not be open or reducible
since the system would not be con�uent then (the type of an open or reducible
argument can be di�erent in di�erent phases of the computation). The reason
for the sophistication of rule (�&) is that the most speci�c branch (existence of
which is guaranteed by type condition 3c, see De�nition 2.8) is to be selected.

Again, the de�nition of reduction for �&{' is based on the one of �&{, but
slightly altered.

De�nition 2.13 (Reduction in �&{'). In the reduction and one-step reduction
relations overloaded function application is replaced with the following.

If N is closed and irreducible, let

U 2 fU 0�R0�;j�  N:U 0 ^ 8T�  N:T�; ) U 0�T�;g

and
Uj = min

i
fUi�Ri��i jU � Ri�;g

then

(M1&
f(Ui!Vi )��igi=1;:::;n��M2) � N I

{
M1 � N; for j<n
M2 � N; for j=n

(�0&)

The new one-step reduction relation and its re�exive and transitive closure are
denoted by I and I�, respectively. Symbols I�0 and I�0

&
stand for the one-step

reduction performed by rules (�0) and (�0&), respectively.

Here, branch selection in overloaded function application is based only on the
sort of the argument and the expected sorts of the arguments of each branch.
The actually selected branch is still unambiguous (even if only the sorts are con-
sidered) because in the overloaded function type sorts of the input arguments are
all di�erent in accordance with point 3d of De�nition 2.9. Su�ciency of sort-based
branch selection is ensured by condition 3e of the same de�nition, which requires
constraint set subsumption of the input arguments if the sorts are comparable.
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Properties of the Reduction Relation

Calculi have to possess both soundness and con�uence properties to be useful.7

So do our calculi.

Theorem 2.1 (Soundness aka subject reduction). The type of a term may not
change as a result of reducing it. Formally: if �  M: V and M .� N or M I� N

then �  N: V .

The proofs are taken over from [85]. Let me begin with the case of �&{.
This proof requires a lemma stating that by term substitution the type may only
decrease.

Lemma 2.2 (Substitution lemma). Let �; (x :U)  M: V , �  N:U 0 and U 0 � U.
Then �  M[x :=N]: V 0, where V 0 � V .

Proof. The proposition is proven in the same way as in �&, by induction on the
structure of M.[26] The following cases di�er from the ones in the original proof:

M � M1 �M2 Rule [subsumption] must be applied to M2[x :=N] before rule [!
elim] to obtain the desired result.

M � (M1&
VM2) Rule [subsumption] must be applied to M2[x :=N] before rule

[fg intro], but �  M[x :=N]: V holds.

M � M1 �M2 where

�; (x :U)  M1: f(Ui!Vi)��igi2I��

With the chosen
Uh = min

i2I
fUi jU�Uig;

Vi � V (2.14)

because of type condition 3b (see De�nitions 2.8 and 2.9). The original
method proves that

�  M[x :=N]: V 0
k � Vi (2.15)

with
V 0
k = min

j2J
fU 0

j jU 0�U 0
jg

where
�  M1[x :=N]: f(U 0

j!V 0
j )��0

jgj2J��0

and by the induction hypothesis

f(U 0
j!V 0

j )��0
jgj2J��0 � f(Ui!Vi)��igi2I��

with I � J. Equations (2.14) and (2.15) imply the proposition in this case.

7One may consider strong normalisation an important property, too. However, plain �&{ and

�&{' are not strongly normalising for the same reason as plain �& [26]. Simple solutions based

on a term ranking technique which can be applied to the calculi to eliminate this �aw are also

presented in [26].
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Theorem 2.3 (Strict soundness). If �  M: V and M .� N then �  N: V 0 where
V 0 � V .

Proof. The proposition is inferred for .� if the same holds for .. The statement
for . is proven as in �&, by induction on the structure of M. Two subcases di�er
from the ones in the original proof, both are part of the case M � M1 �M2.

M1 . M
0
1 For starting point the induction hypothesis gives the same subtyping rule

as branch M � M1 �M2 of Lemma 2.2 needs, therefore formally the same
proof steps can be carried out.

M .�& M
0 If the selected function from the overloaded function is the last one,

rule [subsumption] is to be applied before rule [! elim], and the result is
V 0 � V . Otherwise rule [fg elim] with the selected branch delivers the same
result.

The soundness of �&{ simply follows from the preceding theorem via rule
[subsumption]. For �&{' the proof can be carried over because of the following
lemma.

Lemma 2.4. Whenever M1 �M2 .�& Na and M1 �M2 I�0

&
Nb so that both M1

and M2 are considered in the reductions, then �  Na: Va; Nb: Vb and Vb � Va.

Proof. From the de�nition of types and reductions (branches j and k are selected
by rules (�&) and (�0&), respectively):

�  M1: f(Ui!Vi)��igi=1;:::;n�� where Ui � Ri��i and Ri 's are all di�erent

�  M2:U�S�� where U is minimal

Uj = minifUi jU � Uig (2.16)

Uk = minifUi jS�; � Ri�;g (2.17)

Theorem 2.14 ensures that Lemma 2.17 (see both of them in the next sec-
tion) is valid for the relation � as well. By that lemma it follows then from
equation (2.16) that S�; � Ri�; for all i 's which are selected into the set in
equation (2.16). That is, all these indices are present in the set constructed in
equation (2.17). Thus Rk � Rj holds. By condition 3e of De�nition 2.9, this
implies Uk � Uj . From this and from type condition 3b via rule [fg elim] or rules
[subsumption] and [! elim] one can infer that Vb � Vk � Va � Vj .

Theorem 2.5 (Con�uence of the notion of reduction). The �nal result of term
reduction does not depend on the order the individual reductions are performed in.
Formally: the notion of reduction of our calculi, which consists of rules (�) and
(�&) or (�

0
&), is con�uent. That is the following statements are true.

� For all M, M1, M2 whenever M .� M1 and M .� M2, there exists M3 such
that M1 .

� M3 and M2 .
� M3.

� For all M, M1, M2 whenever M I� M1 and M I� M2, there exists M3 such
that M1 I

� M3 and M2 I
� M3.
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Proof[85]. Since �&{ uses exactly the same notion of reduction (�[�&) over the
same terms as �&, the con�uence of �& [26] implies that part of the theorem.

For the part of �&{', formally the same proof steps can be carried out as for
�& [26]. Therefore only the list of supportive propositions is given below.

Lemma 2.6 (The notion of reduction �0& satis�es the diamond property). For all
M, M1 and M2, M I�0

&
M1 and M I�0

&
M2 imply that there exists M3 such that

M1 I�0

&
M3 and M2 I�0

&
M3. As a corollary �0& is Church-Rosser.

Lemma 2.7. If N I�
�0

&

N 0 then M[x :=N] I�
�0

&

M[x :=N 0].

Lemma 2.8. If M I�0

&
M 0 then M[x :=N] I�0

&
M 0[x :=N].

Lemma 2.9 (Weak commutativity). If M I� N1 and M I�0

&
N2 then there exists

N3 such that N1 I
�
�0

&

N3 and N2 I
�
� N3. As a corollary I�

�0

&

commutes with I�
�.

2.2.7 Application of the calculi

The method for formal veri�cation of constraint-enhanced OO programs with
�&{- and �&{'-calculi consists of the following steps.

1. Identi�cation of atomic types.

2. Formalisation of predicate properties as axioms. In mathematical logic this
is called axiomatisation of the theories which are attached to the predicates.
Each proof (`) makes use of these axioms.

3. (Re-)write of classes (including state-based roles), speci�cations into pre-
types and methods (functions) into terms of �&{ and �&{'.

4. Compute the (real) type V of each term via a type algorithm and compare it
with the intended (given) type W . I� checking the subtyping relation results
in V � W the term ful�ls its requirements.

Before the details of this method are addressed in the rest of the section, the
purpose of the di�erence between �&{ and �&{' is explained.

De�nition 2.12 requires that constraints be checked when evaluating a term
by means of rule (�&). This means that program behaviour depends on the pre-
conditions declared in the constraint set of a function. This is how state-based
roles have to be treated in �&{, however, this is unacceptable if constraints are
regarded as speci�cations.

For pure speci�cations �&{' is created. There branches of overloaded function
type expect arguments of di�erent sorts (see point 3d of De�nition 2.9). This is
the key di�erence between uses of constraints for speci�cations and for roles.

OO Features

Objects and Classes To begin with, let fKig (i2I) be a set of atomic types
and let us assume that its elements are isolated, i.e. no subtype relationship
holds between each other and between them and other atomic types. Moreover,
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hh`1:T1��1; : : : ; `n:Tn��n; �ii = f(L1!T1��1)�;; : : : ; (Ln!Tn��n)�;g�
⋃

16i6n

�i [�

only lower-left indices of atomic types in T1; : : : ; Tn may be the free variables in �

h`1 = M1; : : : ; `n = Mni = (" & �xL1:M1 & : : : & �xLn:Mn)

x does not occur or is not free in M1; : : :Mn

M:`i = M � `i

Figure 2.4: Encoding record types, records and �eld selection in �&{ and �&{'

Li � Ki�; and let us introduce for each Li a constant `i :Li . It is now possi-
ble to encode record types, records and �eld selection, respectively, as depicted
in Figure 2.4.8

In words, a record is mapped to an overloaded function and labels (`i 's) are used
to select the branches (here: �elds). So that these constructs do not interfere
with ordinary overloaded functions, Ki 's shall be isolated. Labels are discarded
after selection since x does not occur or is not free in Mi 's. Record types also
represent constraints among elements of the record via the constraint set �, which
is mapped to the appropriate constraint set of the overloaded function type.

The state of an object is stored in a record. A class type is an atomic type (A)
that is associated with a unique representation type (VA), which is a record type,
the type of the object state. Whenever a class type, A is a subtype of another,
B, its representation type, VA must be a subtype of the representation type of the
other, VB. Operations correspond to overloaded functions of �&{ and �&{'. If
the name of the operation is unique, the overloaded function has a sole branch.
Otherwise all methods with the same name are collected in an overloaded function.

Although this way of object representation resembles the one of �&, it also
deals with object invariants. Their semantically correct use is achieved via the
specially constructed typing rule [fg intro].

Messages with Constraints Messages are, as in �&, the overloaded func-
tions themselves with appropriate arguments. But here, unrelated pre- and post-
conditions of message processing (operation speci�cations) can be enforced by
means of constraints on the parameters and the return value. Indeed, if con-
straints on multiple parameters are present, the participating parameters have
to be passed as a single record for this purpose. None of my calculi, currently,
supports constraints on multiple input parameters of curried functions. This is
a straight consequence of our de�nition of pre-types (see Section 2.2.1), which
requires that all open variables of a constraint set be indices in their corresponding

8Because they are all clear from the context, from this point on we deliberately omit the type

annotations at the & symbols in order to keep the expressions simple.
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sorts. A more sophisticated de�nition, however, raises problems concerning rea-
soning over constraints, soundness etc. as demonstrated in the following example.
We are going to address these issues in the future.

Example 2.11. Let us consider the curried function

f � �x int�;:�y yint�f0>y>xg:y

where the type of y uses as well the (open) variable x . (Note that this is not
conform to De�nition 2.6.) Here the second parameter of f has to be negative
but greater than the �rst one. The proper type of f (with the syntax introduced
in De�nition 2.6) would be

( xint�f0>xg!( yint�f0>yg!int��)��0)�f0>y>xg

where some of the constraint sets are denoted by symbols (� and �0) only. Note
that here x should implicitly get a constraint set derived from the constraints on
y . The calculation of such a set is not a straightforward task.

However, verifying the constraints of the �rst argument of f is inevitable,
otherwise e.g. (f � 2) � 3 could have a type but after a �-reduction, it would
become

(�y yint�f0>y>2g:y) � 3;
which cannot be typed any longer as rule [! elim] can not be applied. That is, the
calculus would not be sound. Moreover, it is in general non-trivial to calculate the
new constraint set of y in f after the �rst �-reduction, since the argument (which
is in this case part of the constraint as well!) could be an arbitrary expression.

Inheritance, Overloading, Overriding and Late Binding The other OO fea-
tures of �&-calculus are left intact by our extension, i.e. they work in exactly the
same way in our calculi. These features include

� overloading with multiple dispatch, which is a core element of the �&-
system,

� inheritance, which is given by subtyping and the branch selection rule for
overloaded functions,

� overriding, which is ensured by condition 3b in the de�nition of overloaded
function types,

� late binding, which is provided by reduction rule (�&) or (�0&).

The Type Algorithm

Our type system does not directly specify a type (checking) algorithm as besides
the other rules, rule [subsumption] can always be applied. To overcome this, a
slightly modi�ed version of the type system can be used. It is depicted in Figure 2.5,
where the modi�ed rules are marked with asterisks. The following theorem declares
the relationship of the type system and the type algorithm.
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� � x : � (x) [tautx ]

� � c : xT�fx=cg [tautc ]

� � ": fg�; [taut"]

� � M:W � fUigi6n�1�� � � N:W
0 6 Un

� � (M&fUigi6n��[�nN): fUigi6n��[�n

8j8k _�j\ _�k = ; Ul � (Vl!Sl��l)��l [fg intro�]
�; (x :S��) � M:V

� � �xS��:M: (S��!V )�; [! intro]

� � M: (U!V )�� � � N:W � U

� � M�N: V [! elim�]

� � M: f(Ui!Vi)��igi2I�� � � N:U

� � M�N: Vj
Uj = mini2IfUi jU � Uig [fg elim�]

Figure 2.5: Rules of the type algorithm

Theorem 2.10 (Minimum typing). If � � M: V then

V 2 fUj�  M:U and 8W �  M:W ) U�Wg:

Proof[83, 85]. This proposition is a simple corollary of the following lemmas, as
in �& [26].

Lemma 2.11 (Algorithmic soundness). If � � M: V then �  M: V .

Proof[83, 85]. As in �&, rules [! elim�], [fg intro�] and [fg elim�] are to be
preceded by rule [subsumption] and substituted by their counterpart labelled [!
elim], [fg intro] and [fg elim] respectively.

Lemma 2.12. If �  M: V then there exists a -derivation of M: V from � where
rule [subsumption] is not used twice consecutively.

Proof[83, 85]. Since subtyping is transitive, such steps can be reduced to a single
application of rule [subsumption].

Lemma 2.13 (Algorithmic completeness). Let � be a proof for �  M: V . Then
there exists U and �0 such that U � V , depth(�0) � depth(�) and �0 is a proof
for � � M:U.

Proof[83, 85]. Thanks to Lemma 2.12, a simple induction on the depth of � with
appropriate branches for di�erent term constructions su�ces just as in �&.

Example 2.12. With the usual theory of integer numbers

�  0: xint�fx=0g via rule [tautc ];

�  0: xint�fx�0g via rule [subsumption]
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since 8x x=0) x�0 implies

xint�fx=0g � xint�fx�0g:

The type algorithm entails only � � 0: xint�fx=0g via rule [tautc ], however.

Checking Subtyping Relation

Unfortunately, the subtyping relation in its current form does not really support
checking as because of rules [trans], [`] there can be multiple options how to
proceed with the decision. Both the report [83] and the paper [85] proved, however,
that a proper equivalent subtyping relation exists, which is free of this ambiguity.

Theorem 2.14. U � V i� U � V where � is de�ned by the rules of � but
replacing [trans] with

S�� � S�� S�� � T��

S�� � T��
S 6� T and � 6= � [trans0]

and [`] with
` 8 ^ (�̂ [�)) �

S�� � S��
� 6= � [`0]

To prove that � is equivalent to � is not di�cult, but a bit tedious. To reduce
work, we provide the proof of a few common situations in a generalised way in
advance. [83, 85]

Lemma 2.15 (Constraint set independence). Let � be a proof for S�� � T��

in �. Then there is a proof in � for S�� � T�� with arbitrary constraint set �.

Proof. � does not end with rules [trans0], [`0] since they require di�erent constraint
sets. That is, the last rule is one of [taut], [!] and [fg]. Then the same rule can
be applied with the constraint set �.

Lemma 2.16 (Constraint set derivation). Let � be a proof for S�� � S�� with
� 6= � in �. Then it consists of rule [`0] only.
Proof. The last step cannot be rule [trans0] as it requires di�erent sorts. Similarly,
it is not rule [taut], [!] or [fg] because the constraint sets are not the same.

Lemma 2.17 (Normal form of proofs). Let � be a proof for S�� � T�� with
S 6� T and � 6= � in �. Then rule [`0] with constraint sets � and � can be
applied on sort S. Furthermore, there is a proof in � for S�	 � T�	 with any
constraint set 	.

Proof. Since the sorts as well as the constraint sets di�er in � the last rule is
[trans0]:

S�� � S�� S�� � T��

S�� � T��:

According to Lemma 2.16, S�� � S�� implies the �rst proposition. The second
proposition directly follows from Lemma 2.15 by taking into consideration the
subproof for S�� � T��.
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Lemma 2.18 (Constraint set in a subtype). If there are proofs for S�� � T��

and T�� � T�� in �, S�� � S�� is also provable in �.
Proof. Because of Lemma 2.16, the proof of T�� � T�� is a rule [`0]. By
the de�nition of the formula set with hat, the truth of �̂ for the sort S always
implies the truth of �̂ for the sort T . That is, the same rule [`0] holds with sort
S, too.

Proof of Theorem 2.14. The if part is trivial as at �&. For the only if part we
�rst note that the application of [`] is the application of either rule [`0] or the rule

V � V [re]

That is, in this regard it is to show that rule [re] is super�uous. That a type is
always subtype of itself is provable without any transitivity rule by induction on the
type structure. For

atomic types it follows from the partial order property of R and rule [taut],

function types it follows from the induction hypothesis via rule [!],

overloaded function types it is implied by the induction hypothesis and by rule
[fg] with I=J.

We now prove that [trans0] su�ces as a transitivity rule. We actually show
that for all other forms of the transitivity rule there is a proof without them. To
this end, let us assume that � is a smallest proof in which another transitivity rule
is needed. There are several cases based on which sorts are the same in this rule.

1.
S�� � S�� S�� � S�	

S�� � S�	

If � = � or � = 	, the rule can be omitted as one of the premises is the
conclusion. Otherwise, because of Lemma 2.16 both subproofs consist of
rule [`0]. But rule [`0] is transitive because so is logical implication used in
its de�nition. That is, a rule [`0] can replace this transitivity rule.

2.
S�� � T�� T�� � T��

S�� � T��
S 6= T

Because of Lemma 2.15, there is a proof for S�� � T�� in �. Moreover,
Lemma 2.18 implies that there is a proof for S�� � S��. At last, rule
[trans0] can connect the proofs for S�� � T�� and S�� � S�� to obtain
the same subtyping within �.

3.
S�� � T�� T�� � S�	

S�� � S�	
S 6= T

There are several subcases.

� = 	: The rule to replace is just a re�exivity rule.
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� = �, � 6= 	: The subproof on the left side is a proof for S�� � T��.
From the subproof on the right side by Lemma 2.17 there is a proof for
T�� � T�	. Then Lemma 2.18 entails a proof for S�� � S�	.

� = 	, � 6= 	: In a single step, Lemma 2.17 proves the existence of a
proof for the conclusion based on the subproof on the left side.

� 6= � 6= 	, � 6= 	: Lemma 2.17 entails that there are proofs for S�� �
S�� and S�� � T�� (from the subproof on the left side) and for
T�� � T�	 (from the subproof on the right side). The last two
imply by Lemma 2.18 that there is a proof for S�� � S�	. This
along with S�� � S�� reduces to case 1.

4.
R�� � S�� S�� � T�	

R�� � T�	
R 6= S S 6= T R 6= T

We have again subcases based on which constraint sets match.

� = � = 	: In this branch the proof of transitivity elimination in �&can be
re-used.

� = � 6= 	: By Lemma 2.17 it follows from the subproof on the right side
that there are proofs for:

S�� � S�	; (2.18)

S�	 � T�	: (2.19)

Lemma 2.18 implies from the proof of equation (2.18) and the subproof
on the left side that there is a proof for:

R�� � R�	: (2.20)

Again from the subproof on the left side, it is known via Lemma 2.15
that

R�	 � S�	 (2.21)

is provable. From the proofs of equations (2.19) and (2.21) one obtains
a proof for

R�	 � T�	

by the previous subcase. This and the proof of equation (2.20) are the
input for a replacement rule [trans0].

� 6= � = 	: According to Lemma 2.17, from the subproof on the left side
there are proofs for

R�� � S��; (2.22)

R�� � R��: (2.23)

The �rst subcase of the case being considered ensures from the sub-
proof on the right side and the proof of equation (2.22) that a proof
for

R�� � T��

exists. This can be combined with the proof of equation (2.23) via rule
[trans0] to give the proof sought.
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� = 	 6= �: This one is easy. Lemma 2.17 assures the existence of proofs
for

R�� � S��;

S�� � T��:

Now we can turn to the transitivity elimination with identical constraint
sets.

� 6= � 6= 	, � 6= 	: As usual, because of Lemma 2.17 used for the sub-
proofs

R�� � R��; (2.24)

R�� � S��; (2.25)

R�	 � S�	; (2.26)

S�� � S�	; (2.27)

S�	 � T�	 (2.28)

are all provable. By applying Lemma 2.18 to the proofs of equa-
tions (2.25) and (2.27) a proof for

R�� � R�	 (2.29)

is obtained. Case 1 delivers a proof for

R�� � R�	 (2.30)

using the proofs for equations (2.24) and (2.29). Based on the proofs
of equations (2.26) and (2.28) the subcase of transitivity elimination
for �& ensures that a proof for

R�	 � T�	

exists. This and the proof for equation (2.30) are the input for a
replacement rule [trans0].

Type Consistency

Types are not required to be consistent concerning their constraint set, i.e. the
set may be unsatis�able. This means, there can be types which cannot type any
term. This is impractical as such types indicate a modelling error and consume
system resources without any advantage. So do functions which take terms of
inconsistent types as input. Lastly, condition 3c of De�nition 2.8 may need an
inconsistent branch (a function which is never invoked because no argument can
satisfy the constraints speci�ed for the input of the function) in an overloaded
function pre-type.
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Example 2.13. The pre-type

f ( x1real�fx1>0g!real�;)�;;
( x2real�f0>x2g!real�;)�; g�;

is not considered as a type. The reason is that because of condition 3c of De�ni-
tion 2.8, there must be a branch which accept values of type xreal�fx>0g [ f0>xg
but no branch typed

( x3real�fx3>0; 0>x3g!V )��

is present in the overloaded function pre-type. Note that according to the usual
interpretation of relation >, no real number can be greater than 0 and less than
0 at the same time, i.e. the required branch is inconsistent.

To avoid the aforementioned situations, consistency may be enforced on all
types, and condition 3c in the de�nition of types can be weakened so that it does
not require an inconsistent branch.[83, 85] The modi�ed de�nition has again to
be extended with the items of De�nition 2.9 for �&{'.

De�nition 2.14 (Types with consistency in �&{).

1. if 9^(�̂ [�) then A�� 2 Types,

2. if V1�T��; V2 2 Types and 9^(�̂[�) and 9^(�̂0[�) then (V1!V2)��0 2
Types,

3. f(Ui!Vi)��igi2I�� 2 Types if 9^(�̂ [�) and for all i ; j 2 I

(a) (Ui!Vi)��i 2 Types and

(b) Ui � Uj ) Vi � Vj and

(c) for every U maximal element in the set of common lower bounds of
Ui � Ti��i and Uj � Tj��j , where VM(Ui ; Uj),

:9^(�̂i [�i [ �̂j [�j)

or there exists a unique h 2 I such that Uh is contained by the equiva-
lence class of U.

From the proofs presented earlier it follows that �&{ and �&{' retain all their
properties even if type consistency is enforced.

Although the use of De�nition 2.14 instead of De�nition 2.8 may seem straight-
forward, it contributes to the computability issue discussed next.

Decidable Formulae and Expressive Power

It is well-known that in general several problems are undecidable in FOL [15]. This
fact a�ects our results as well since we rely on derivability (`), which is generally
undecidable, too. Therefore we have to select a decidable subclass of FOL.

There are several ways to restrict the constraint language to gain a decidable
system. For instance, linear arithmetic logic and Presburger arithmetic logic are
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known to be decidable. However, a general-purpose application such as a deductive
OO data model (see Chapter 2.1) is not restricted to arithmetic constraints and
may need further function and predicate symbols.

The book [15] presents a classi�cation9 of �rst-order formulae based on quan-
ti�er pre�xes and the cardinality of predicate and function symbols. It also exhaus-
tively enumerates the maximal decidable and minimal undecidable cases w.r.t. this
classi�cation.

Since the domain to model can be arbitrary, the sum of the number of function
and predicate symbols may not be limited, has to be in�nite. Furthermore, taking
into consideration that rule [tautc ] requires equality, three of the decidable classes
are suitable for us.[85]

Bernays-Schön�nkel-Ramsey class: In the pre�x form, existential quanti�ers have
to precede universal ones and no function symbols except constants are al-
lowed in the language.

Gurevich class: The pre�x form of the formulae contains only existential quanti-
�ers. Function and predicate symbols of any arity may occur.

Shelah class: The pre�x form of the formulae contains a single universal quan-
ti�er and at most one unary function symbol. The number of existential
quanti�ers in the pre�x and the number of predicate symbols are not lim-
ited.

Type consistency, more precisely condition 3c of De�nition 2.14 rules out the
two latter classes in general because the pre�x form of that formula may contain
more than one universal quanti�er. The Bernays-Schön�nkel-Ramsey class limits
the expressive power of our calculi in terms of constraints, however: in the pre�x
form of the constraints, no existential quanti�er is allowed within universally quan-
ti�ed subformulae. In comparison with OMG's OCL [70] this is still less restrictive,
as in OCL `quanti�ers' iterate over elements of collections only. [85]

Moreover, if type consistency is important, no function symbols except con-
stants may be used in our calculi. This does not a�ect the expressive power of
the calculi, since each atomic formula

p
(
f1

(
f11(: : :); : : : ; f1k(: : :)

)
; f2

(
f21(: : :); : : : ; f2l(: : :)

))
with variables and constants z1; : : : ; zn can in general be represented by

p0
(
z1; : : : ; zn

)
or

8x18x2 p1
(
x1; z1; : : : ; zn

) ^ p2
(
x2; z1; : : : ; zn

) ) p
(
x1; x2

)
with appropriate semantics. In the latter case pi 's are predicate symbols replacing
fi 's and their �rst argument is the return value of the original function. Both cases

9This is a crucial point. The statements derived hereby for decidability is only su�cient, not

necessary, i.e. a particular formula set may imply a decidable system although it does not belong

to these classes.
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are illustrated in Example 2.10. Other equivalent transcripts are also conceivable
for special cases.

If the original de�nitions of types (De�nitions 2.8 and 2.9) are considered,
i.e. type consistency is not enforced, formulae of the Gurevich or Shelah classes can
be used in constraints, too. Then the aforementioned alternative representation
of atomic formulae with functions may not be needed. Conversely, if formulae of
the Gurevich or Shelah classes are needed, type consistency cannot be enforced in
general. [85]

For some additional small examples on features of �&{- and �&{'-calculi please
refer to [85]. An illustrative OO veri�cation problem taken from a real-life scenario
is also solved there.

2.3 Summary

This chapter made two contributions to constraint-enhanced OO modelling:

1. introduced a new axiomatic data model,

2. proposed a formal veri�cation method for partial correctness.

The former is mainly of interest for database technology, the latter for software
engineering (including database applications of course) in general. They can be
used independently, but also jointly. For the latter purpose for instance, the data
model (see De�nition 2.1), although theoretically functions could also have been
appropriate, represents operations as predicates � just as proposed for the calculi
in Section 2.2.7 where decidability and expressive power were discussed.

Both contributions are my own results, however, they are related to work of
others. Specially, the data model interprets classes in a similar way as [35] did.
But the individual objects appear here not as axioms but as parts of the (logical)
interpretation. The notion of query also re�ects this: a query may refer to any of
the two parts, proof-theory and model-theory of the database.

My veri�cation method is based on a result of Castagna[26]. For my calculi
the de�nition of types, terms, the subtyping relation and the type system and the
reduction rules are adapted in accordance with the constraint-extended de�nition
of pre-types. The di�erence between the two calculi is the de�nition of types and
the notion of reduction so that they treat constraints of types in a slightly di�er-
ent way. In �&{-calculus constraints are considered as parts of state-based role
speci�cations, and as such they are obeyed during type evaluation as well as term
reduction. �&{'-calculus strictly adheres to meaning of speci�cations, i.e. they
do not a�ect the semantics, the execution of programs. More precisely, �&{' en-
forces constraints via its type system but it does not check constraints during term
reduction. Both systems possess the properties needed to be considered useful.
This means that our extensions of �& with term constraints integrate smoothly
into the framework set up by Castagna to model OO languages and systems. The
reader interested in such higher-level constructs is referred to [26].
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2.4 Alternative Logics

This chapter used standard FOL to model constraints. This is not the only way to
heaven, however. The most promising alternative because of the similar application
domain (i.e. modelling) is description logic (DL)[7].

Ontologies with logic usually use a sort of DL to describe the logical relation-
ships between modelling elements. A clear bene�t is that decidability was a key
issue upon designing the various classes of DL. For example, the most complex of
widely spread DL's, SHIQ and RIQacyclic are both known to be decidable [45].

Then why is DL not used in our metamodels? The reason is twofold. On one
hand, the most common SHIQ DL can be represented in FOL, so we started
from a more expressive feature set, which can be reduced as needed in a concrete
realisation. On the other hand, because of its age, DL is not widely employed
outside the �eld of Semantic Web (yet) so other modelling environments do likely
not support it but their language can easily be translated into FOL.



3
E�cient Retrieval with Ontologies

T
he chapter title suggests that e�ective retrieval with ontologies is an already
solved problem. Indeed, various methods of arti�cial intelligence succeeded

in grasping the `related' relation between OE's (see [81] for a survey) and even
between sets of OE's. The methods for OE sets fall into two categories:

� methods based on the relationships of OE pairs [81],

� native, set-oriented methods, see e.g. [87].

The former class just comprises sophisticated methods for augmenting terms,
where the central units processed are still the individual terms. The set-oriented
methods have naturally more global overview of the semantics, like an abstract
map instead of a photo which is full of details.

Elements of the latter class thus seem to o�er better retrieval quality (see also
Section 3.5.2 for the user evaluation of our system), however, they are inherently
only applicable pairwise, i.e. to pairs of sets of OE's. Even if they are reasonably
fast and scale well, in IR millions of documents have to be compared to a single
query, which simply takes una�ordable time for a one-by-one method. Based on a
user evaluation published in [87] una�ordable time is whatever which is not prompt.
Note that parallelisation does not really help. That is the problem is the lack of
e�ciency.1

3.1 Problem Formalisation and Basic Idea

Let
O = hO;�; �i

denote a �nite ontology and R a �nite set of records.

De�nition 3.1 (Description, Query).

D � O

1E�ciency exclusively stands for time e�ciency in this chapter.
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is a description. It can describe a record (r2R) or it can be the representation of
a query (q).

De�nition 3.2 (Representations). The hypergraph[14] GO = hV ;Ei where V = O

and E = range(�) is the graph representation of O.
The ERD of the ontology and the described records is depicted in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: The ERD of the ontology and the described records

Let us assume
f :R ! 2O

gives the descriptions of all records and

gO: hhD;Dii ! R+[f0g

is the costly (symmetric) function to compute the similarity of two descriptions.
The higher the value is, the more similar the descriptions are. Furthermore it is
assumed that

no descriptions are similar

unless they contain elements closely related to each other. (assumption)

The term underlined here and other terms underlined later all refer to the same
fact and their interpretation depends on the particular ontology. The equiva-
lent of the su�cient criterion (assumption) in the formal graph representation is:
gO(q; f (r))�0 unless there is a relevant path[14]2 between any e12q and e22f (r)
in GO.

Then one can formalise the task informally presented in the Introduction

as (Qsimilar) as e�ciently computing

Q := fr jr2R ^ gO(q; f (r))�0g:3

The basic idea of our solution is that it is not worth computing the similarity
function for an r which obviously does not have much in common with q. Such el-
ements shall be �rst �ltered out with a `fast' algorithm, then the costly calculation

2Possible interpretations of the notion relevant path in representations include (but are not

limited to) length with upper limit, weight with lower limit. The latter presumes a weighted

hypergraph.
3Here the relation `much greater' (�) shall be interpreted relative to the whole range of f :

we are interested in the larger values.
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shall be executed over the rest (over the much smaller candidate result set).[68]
The steps of my method to achieve this are described in the coming 3 sections.

The su�cient criterion (assumption) for descriptions being similar can be used
to perform the �ltering because it is a necessary criterion for not being similar not
to contain closely related elements.

3.2 Query Expansion

In the �rst step all e2O are sought (calculated) which are closely related to any
element of q. This is achieved by expanding q with OE's which are closely related.

Query expansion is a widely used technique to improve quality of hits of an IR
system (see [9, 81]). As [81] explains, concept expansion needs to be adjustable
and �ne tuneable to speci�c needs while it has to be ensured that it is of high
quality as it has straightforward in�uence on the results. Here, however, a rather
rough method su�ces since it is just needed for pre-processing. For the same
reason there is no need for user-level �ne tuning. Nonetheless, there is a certain
requirement against expansion, which will be revealed in Section 3.4.

A query expansion method can employ a blackboard system[32, 31] which is
depicted in Figure 3.2.[87]
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Figure 3.2: Blackboard architecture for query expansion

The blackboard stores the current expanded query, and is initialised with OE's
contained in the query. Then each knowledge source (agent) is responsible for
ensuring that the blackboard is closed under its own expansion rule. They ac-
complish their task by continuously examining the contents of the blackboard and
adding further relevant OE's to them if required. There is no separate control
shell, i.e. the expansion phase completes as soon as the blackboard is found closed
under the expansion rules by all the knowledge sources. The �niteness of ontology
guarantees the termination of the expansion process.

The method is inherently parallelised since the agents work independently.
The above query expansion method corresponds to selective path traversal in

GO. It starts with a vertex[14] set corresponding to q and all vertices are added
to this set which are connected to any of its elements via a relevant edge[14]4.

Query expansion is a highly data-driven and complex task, as the inclusion
of an entity may imply the inclusion of further entities in the expanded query.
However, the use of a blackboard system for this purpose successfully decouples the
functionality from the data. It means that the architecture is ontology independent
and only the knowledge sources, i.e. the expansion rules are speci�c to the ontology

4Relevant edges can be de�ned in a similar manner as relevant paths. Usually the de�nition

of relevant path is based on the de�nition of relevant edge, in fact.
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(or more precisely to the relations of the ontology). Note that the fact which was
referred to by the underlined terms is actually de�ned by the expansion rules.

3.3 Obtaining the Candidate Result Set

In the previous step, all relevant paths were traversed and vertices reachable via
them from q were added to q. Let q0 denote the �nal contents of the blackboard.
The candidate result set is

C := fr j9o o2q0 ^ r2f �1(o)g

where f �1:O ! 2R is the inverse of f .
Based on the ERD shown earlier, this step is a simple navigation from the

entity set OE towards the entity set records. This is a single traditional database
query, for example in SQL5: SELECT recordid FROM description WHERE oeid

= oe1 OR ... where oei 's are OE identi�ers from the blackboard.
By de�nition of C, C � R and therefore jRj � jCj always hold.

3.4 The Approximated Result Set

The result set is �nally calculated (more precisely: approximated) as

Q0 := fr jr2C ^ gO(q; f (r))�0g:

As it can be seen, this calculation is exactly the one of Q but for elements of C
and not R. Knowledge sources (expansion rules) are to be de�ned in a way so
that jRj � jCj but Q � Q0.

3.5 Evaluation

The method described earlier in this chapter has dealt with the general support
of database retrieval of data elements described by ontologically similar elements
to the ones given. It was assumed that the ontology was as well stored and
a full-�edged but relatively slow comparison function for two sets of OE's was
implemented in the database. My contribution was a general �ltering mechanism
which reduced the number of data elements to investigate in the attempt to speed
up the overall response.

Now it is presented how this approach can be used in a real-life scenario and it
is examined whether the speed-up attempt was successful and whether it a�ected
the result quality considerably.

3.5.1 Application

As the corresponding objective of the Introduction stated, DBMS' shall in general
be enabled to answer queries like (Qsimilar). This can be achieved via a proper

5SQL (Structured Query Language) is the standardised query language of relational

databases. Its latest standard version is ISO/IEC 9075:2003.
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subsystem which carries out the steps just described. Note that the expansion
rules are by design and in fact data, i.e. they are to be stored in the database
itself.

My �ltering method was already but not in this general form realised (tailored
for and applied) in a web-based OBIR system6 for texts on European history. The
system was described in detail in [87], here it is brie�y reviewed with focus on
improving query response time.

Resource descriptions7 in the system consisted of two parts: a time interval also
called temporal part specifying the related period of history with a granularity of
years and a conceptual part, i.e. a set of OE's. All the elements in descriptions were
weighted with real numbers between 0 and 1. There was also a Contextualisation
Engine available, which performed two tasks:

1. generating descriptions for new resources,

2. calculating similarity for any two descriptions.

Each resource query made direct use of the second, which was carried out only
for a reduced set of resource descriptions. Selecting descriptions to compare was
implemented using my method, which was the theme of this chapter. That is the
whole query answering method (calculation of relevant resource contexts) worked
as depicted in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Fast calculation of relevant data elements applied in OBIR [87]

The high level elements of the ontology stored are depicted in Figure 3.4. In
accordance with Section 3.2, the blackboard expansion rules were de�ned based
on them taking into consideration the goal presented in Section 3.4. These did
not make the process of de�ning the rules de�nite, however. Many di�erent set
of expansion rules might have worked. The actual expansion rules used in system
are listed in Table 3.1.

6WWW homepage: http://www.eurohistory.net
7The original term in the system was resource contexts because of the way queries were

constructed in the search process[87].

http://www.eurohistory.net
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Figure 3.4: Concepts and properties in the ontology of an OBIR system [87]

3.5.2 User Evaluation

The VIsual COntextualisation of DIgital content (VICODI) project8 funded by
the Information Society Technologies in the 5th Framework Programme of the
European Union delivered many results, amongst those the calculation of resource
descriptions which are similar to a given description was only one. The goal of
the project was actually to enhance people's comprehension of digital content on
the Internet[62].[87] To this end, resources were automatically contextualised and
the contexts were browsable and searchable. The search process too was novel:
OE's were highlighted and by clicking on them, a new resource query was initiated
by altering the current context with the selected OE. At last but not least the
local copy of each resource was displayed with the elements referring to any of its
context elements highlighted. [87]

In accordance with the global goal of the project, a user evaluation of the whole
system (web portal) was planned. The �rst user evaluation was conducted before
all functionalities were released but the system already incorporated the query
answering system. For this reason, the user evaluation assessed not only the
query answering system but the whole search process, which cannot be evaluated
by the traditional IR metrics such as precision and recall9.

Nevertheless, the results of the evaluation met the expectations [87]: the users

8WWW homepage: http://www.vicodi.org
9Precision: the ratio of relevant hits out of all hits. Recall: the ratio of relevant hits out of

all relevant resources.[9]

http://www.vicodi.org
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Table 3.1: Context expansion rules in our OBIR system [87]

NAME OF RULE DESCRIPTION

related
includes all instances of Time Dependent which are related

to another Time Dependent instance contained in the black-

board and whose existence time overlaps the temporal part

of the query context

hasRole
includes all instances of Role which is played by any Flavour

instance contained in the blackboard if the existence time of

the Role instance overlaps the temporal part of the query

context, also includes all instances of Flavour which have a

Role instance contained in the blackboard and whose exis-

tence time overlaps the temporal part of the query context

Location�Location
includes all parts and containers of all locations contained

in the blackboard if existence time of the PartRelation in-

stance overlaps the temporal part of the query context

playedAt
includes all instances of Role which are playedAt a Location

contained in the blackboard if the existence time of the Role

instance overlaps the temporal part of the query context, also

includes all instances of Location where any Role contained

in the blackboard is played and whose existence time overlaps

the temporal part of the query context

were satis�ed with the OBIR system. This basically refers to the quality of the
�nal pairwise comparison method of query answering, i.e. that has to possess good
precision and recall properties but it also says that

1. its �rst step, i.e. the �ltering/calculating the candidate result set does not
a�ect these properties noticeably,

2. the response time is su�cient.

The �rst point dispels any possible doubts which question if the simple step
of obtaining the candidate result step from the expanded query is adequate. Of
course, more sophisticated methods for this step would be conceivable.

The second point is important in the spirit of our goal to improve e�ciency. It
has to be mentioned however that some users were not satis�ed with the retrieval
speed, in fact they expected it would be in the order of transferring and �nally
displaying the web page as it is in the case of today's popular free-text WWW
search engines. The retrieval speed of our system actually lied in the range of a
few seconds, which was acceptable both in terms of absolute values and considering
the number of resources stored, the programming language used (Java[40] without
any stored procedure) and the available computing capacity (entry-level personal
computer (PC) server).



4
Partial Orders in Physical Databases

4.1 Problem Formalisation

Let us �st formalise the informal description of the problem presented in the
Introduction.

De�nition 4.1 (Domain and Range for Attributes). Domain is the universe of
possible values of data elements for an attribute, whereas range is the (actual)
set of values of data elements for an attribute (in a particular database).

Proposition 4.1. From the de�nition it follows that range(A) � dom(A) always.
Furthermore, since databases are �nite, 1>j range(A)j is always true.

For any attribute A, let dA denote the value of A of the data element d ,
DA = dom(A) and RA = range(A) in the database.

We interpret the task of e�ciently providing closest match results to simple
lookup requests as e�ciently providing exact results to one of the following queries.
The queries reference

� the attribute A for which DA is a poset with �A and

� the given parameter v 2 DA.

De�nition 4.2 (Atomic Queries over Attribute with Partial Order).

maxA(v): Return all data elements d for which dA�Av and there is no data element
d 0 for which dA 6=d 0A ^ dA�Ad

0
A�Av .

minA(v): Return all data elements d for which v�AdA and there is no data element
d 0 for which dA 6=d 0A ^ v�Ad

0
A�AdA.

similarA(v) = maxA(v) [ minA(v).

The last atomic query can be seen as the approximate equivalent of a simple
lookup using equality because this requests data elements d for which dA = v if
there is any, otherwise matches we may call `closest'. However, such a result is
actually not a real closest match since it may be empty although no ambiguity is
present.

47
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Example 4.1. Let a single-attribute database contain only the set-valued element
f3; 7g. Then if the partial order relation is set inclusion, similar(f7; 13g) = ;
though the sole data element of the database has an element in common with the
given parameter.

Complex queries (atomic queries, possibly other types than de�ned above,
connected with logical connectives) can be answered via employing generic query
processing techniques (see e.g. [33]).

Proposition 4.2 (Atomic Queries Formalised). The following (more formal) def-
inition of atomic queries is equivalent to De�nition 4.2.

maxA(v): Return all data elements d for which

dA�Av (4.1)

:9d 0A d 0A2RA ^ dA 6=d 0A ^ dA�Ad
0
A�Av : (4.2)

minA(v): Return all data elements d for which

v�AdA (4.3)

:9d 0A d 0A2RA ^ dA 6=d 0A ^ v�Ad
0
A�AdA: (4.4)

Proof. Only the equivalence of the second conditions needs explanation. Accord-
ing to De�nition 4.1 `exists a data element' is the same as `exists an attribute
value in the range'.

As mentioned in the Introduction already, e�ciency requires that secondary
storage access (i.e. IO from/to media) be minimised. In order to simplify calcula-
tions we assume that reaching each (data or auxiliary) element needs one storage
IO. This is justi�ed by the fact that nothing else is generally known about at-
tribute, record sizes etc. but the number of required IO accesses (henceforth also
called time complexity) is somehow proportional to them.

It is assumed that the (whole) poset and the relation themselves are not stored
in the database but the poset along with its relation is known to the DBMS. This
means that a decision whether the relation holds between two elements of the
poset is not based on the actual data stored but the DBMS evaluates it without
medium access. Consequently, the (time) cost of making such a decision is zero.
It is worth noting that a part of the poset may still be stored in the database
to speed up database operations. In such a case the situation is similar to the
case of indices on totally ordered[13] sets. A good example is the subset relation:
checking whether an item is a subset of another can be realised without looking
at the sets (data items) stored.

We primarily perform complexity analysis in terms of the following sizes:

N database size, i.e. the number of records in the database,

n size of the poset actually stored in the database, i.e. its number of elements,
n:=j range(A)j.
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Of course, N�n trivially holds but nothing else is known about their relation in
general.

Moreover, the following assumptions/constraints are made which serve as a
basis to search for appropriate solutions to the problem.

� N can be extremely huge and even if more records belong to the same
element of a poset, n can as well be very large. This means the whole poset
cannot be maintained in memory. There are indeed application areas where
no practical limit can be imposed on the size of the poset, such as database
integration[50, 53, 54]. However, for simplicity all examples in this chapter
refer to an application domain where in-memory databases could actually
serve the demand.

� No poset encoding[3] may be employed. The reason is that they are expen-
sive to compute and maintain (and thus impractical) in databases storing
huge posets since any data change may theoretically imply re-calculation of
the codes of all vertices.

� No additional data may be saved during query evaluation about already vis-
ited poset elements because caching incurs increased memory footprint pro-
portional to n. This is undesired in databases of huge posets as the number
of parallel queries can as well be very high.

4.2 The Naïve Graph Representation

The naïve auxiliary structure is basically the directed graph (digraph)[10] G rep-
resentation of the partial order on the values of A, i.e. the vertices correspond
to attribute values and the edges represent partial order relations. Moreover,
the graph is re�exively and transitively reduced[79]. This representation (which
is called the core graph and is the common tree-like poset representation, see
e.g. [96, 24]) is extended with additional vertices representing the data elements
which have a particular value as A (just to complete the representation of elements
in the physical layer). Each of these vertices is connected to the corresponding
one introduced earlier. [86, 54]

De�nition 4.3. Formally, G = hV ;Ei where V = RA � findex; datag, E =

Eii[Eid and for any v2RA hv ; indexi represent v and hv ; datai the non-empty
set of data elements for which dA = v . Furthermore,

Eii = f hhv1; indexi; hv2; indexiijv12RA ^ v22RA ^ v1 6=v2 ^ v1�Av2 ^
:9v3 v32RA ^ v3 6=v1 ^ v3 6=v2 ^ v1�Av3�Av2 g

and Eid = fhhv ; indexi; hv ; dataiijv2RAg.
The core graph is Gc = hVc ;Eiii where Vc = RA � findexg.

Example 4.2. To see how such auxiliary structures look like, consider a sample
database for a travel agency. The database is depicted in Table 4.1. The auxiliary
structures for various attributes are actually depicted in Figure 4.1, where the
vertices are denoted by their labels, i.e. the values they stand for. For the attribute
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Name no auxiliary structure is created because only queries for exact match based
on that attribute need to be supported. Edges of the graph are shown as di�erent
arrows: Eii as �! and Eid as 7�! arrows. The data elements are represented by
the initials of their names in the �gure.

Table 4.1: Excerpt of a database for a travel agency [86]

Name Price Accessibility Facilities

Student Hostel I. 30 {bus} {}

Student Hostel II. 30 {train} {sauna}

Transatlantic Motel 60 {bus} {golf, sea}

Europe Hotel 380 {bus} {golf, sea}

Seaside Hotel 800 {plane, train} {golf, tennis, sauna, sea}

Golden Beach 1000 {plane, ship} {casino, golf, tennis, sauna, sea}

307�! fSH1; SH2g

��
607�! fTMg

��
3807�! fEHg

��
8007�! fSHg

��
10007�! fGBg

a) Catalogue for price

fbusg7�! fEH; SH1;TMg

ftraing7�! fSH2g

��
fplane; traing7�! fSHg

fplane; shipg7�! fGBg

b) Catalogue for accessibility

fg7�! fSH1g

����
��

��

��?
??

??
?

fSH2g  �7 fsaunag

��?
??

??
? fgolf; seag7�! fEH;TMg

����
��

��

fgolf; tennis; sauna; seag7�! fSHg

��
fcasino; golf; tennis; sauna; seag7�! fGBg

c) Catalogue for facilities

Figure 4.1: Sample auxiliary structures for the data of a travel agency [86]

For the physical representations and their complexity analysis, the following
additional de�nition and notation are introduced.

De�nition 4.4 (Source, Sink). A vertex of a graph is a source if it has an in-
degree[10] of 0. Similarly, a vertex is sink if it has an out-degree[10] of 0.

Note that n = jV j=2, i.e. the number of vertices in the core graph. As an
alternative to n the following sizes of the core graph will be used later:

e := jEiij, i.e. the number of edges,

s the greater from the number of sources and sinks,

p the longest path[10].

The actual physical realisation of the auxiliary structures on the storage may
vary.
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Example 4.3. Figure 4.2 depicts possible organisation of the sample data given in
the previous example on a disk considering only the partial order on the facilities.
The auxiliary �le comprises variable-sized chunks, which are delimited by thick rules
in the �gure. The blocks of a chunk are manipulated (read, written) together.1

A chunk corresponds to a vertex of the core graph (a poset element) and its
adjacent outgoing edges (pointers). Poset elements are denoted by dx (where
x is a number) in the �gure to save space but stored on the disk as is. The
pointers may occupy several blocks and within those they are organised in a way
that pointers within the auxiliary �le reside at the front and pointers to the data
elements at the end. The �rst chunk is a special one, the block corresponding to
a poset element is omitted as the chunk identi�es the sources of the core graph.
The data elements reside in the data �le and they are, as before, denoted by the
initials of their name in the �gure but stored in their entirety on the disk.

aux.

�le

�le

data
SH1SH2 TMSH

d10d00 d01 d11d22

EHGB

Figure 4.2: Possible data layout of the catalogue for facilities on a medium con-
sisting of blocks

4.2.1 Space Allocation

Proposition 4.3. The naïve auxiliary structure occupies O(n2 + N) space.

Proof. G itself requires jV j+ jEj space. That equals to 2jVc j+ jEiij+ jEidj, which
is in turn not greater than 2n + n2 + n since any digraph with n vertices has at
most n2 edges. (The upper limit is actually strict considering the order only. Let
Gc be a complete bipartite graph[10] directed so that p = 1. Such a graph has
O(n2) edges. [86])

Additionally the data elements occupy N space.

4.2.2 Query Algorithms

Let us �rst make a few properties of the graph clear, which enables us to derive
sophisticated results later.

Theorem 4.1 (Path in the Core Graph). Let v1; v2 2 RA. There is a path between
hv1; indexi; hv2; indexi or v1 = v2 i� v1 �A v2.

1Although the IO unit of disks is theoretically a block, today's disk controllers and drivers in

fact read (and usually write as well) multiple contiguous blocks at the same time for caching

purposes.
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Proof. The if part is trivial since according to De�nition 1.2 �A is re�exive and
transitive.

For the only if part: indirect. Let us assume

v1 �A v2 (4.5)

but v1 6= v2 and there is no path between hv1; indexi; hv2; indexi. If there is no
path, there is no edge either: hhv1; indexi; hv2; indexii 62 Eii. This together with
equation (4.5) implies according to De�nition 4.3 that

9v3 v32RA ^ v3 6=v1 ^ v3 6=v2 ^ v1�Av3�Av2: (4.6)

For such a v3 there is no path between

hv1; indexi; hv3; indexi or hv3; indexi; hv2; indexi (4.7)

(otherwise there would be a path between the original vertices as well, namely
the concatenation of the two paths). The argumentation from the beginning can
now be carried over to one of the vertex pairs of equation (4.7) till formula (4.6),
where the third vertex is disregarded. Disregarding means that it cannot represent
the value denoted by v3 which makes the existential formula (4.6) true. This is
because then from two instances of the equation it would follow

v3 6=v1=2 ^ v1=2�Av3 ^ v3�Av1=2;

which contradicts De�nition 1.2. Note that the graph is �nite, as implied by
Proposition 4.1 and De�nition 4.3, that is when other vertices are all disregarded
there is no value left which could ful�l formula (4.5) causing contradiction.

Proposition 4.4 (DAG Representation). The naïve graph representation is a di-
rected acyclic graph (DAG).

Proof. First we prove that the core graph is a DAG. Let v1; v2 2 Vc .

v1 � v2: There is no re�exive edge in the core graph according to De�nition 4.3.

v1 6� v2: Corollary of Theorem 4.1 because according to De�nition 1.2 �A is an-
tisymmetric.

The whole graph di�ers from the core only by some additional vertices and
edges. But the additional edges always connect to the additional vertices (see
De�nition 4.3).

These properties allow us to de�ne simple, moderately e�cient and correct
query algorithms for our problem. The Figures 4.3 and 4.4 basically perform a
depth-�rst traversal of the core graph. There is an improvement though: when
evaluating minA(v), only the �rst matching subtree is traversed as allowed by
Theorem 4.1. Unfortunately there is no such shortcut available in case of maxA(v).

Theorem 4.2 (Query Correctness). The query realisations described in Figures 4.3
and 4.4 are correct.
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function maxA(v)1

return all data elements represented by any vertex connected to an2

element of max0A(v) via an edge contained by Eid

endfun3

function max0A(v)4

part := ;5

foreach hnode; indexi 2 sources do6

if node �A v then part := part [ max0A(node,v)7

return part8

endfun9

function max0A(node,v)10

part := ;11

foreach next 2 {
v 0jhhnode; indexi; hv 0; indexii 2 Eii

}
do12

if next �A v then part := part [ max0A(next,v)13

if part = ; then return {node}14

else return part15

endfun16

Figure 4.3: Calculating maxA(v)

Proof. Here we prove only that the algorithms are partially correct. Termination
will follow from the successive theorem.

maxA(v): For the partial correctness of this, according to Proposition 4.2 it is
su�cient to prove that max0A(v) returns vertices of the core graph which represent
attribute values of the expected data elements. max0A(v) considers the (not nec-
essarily disjoint) subgraphs accessible from each source hvs ; indexi and the union
of the results of the subgraphs for which vs�Av is returned. The partial results
from each subgraph can be safely uni�ed because they cannot interfere with each
other when equation (4.2) is evaluated. This is proven indirectly: let us assume
that dA is a hit in a subraph and d 0A2RA is a vertex in another subgraph for which
v�Ad

0
A�AdA holds. Then the latter relation implies according to Theorem 4.1 that

dA is part of the other subgraph, too, which in turn contradicts our assumption
that dA is not part of that.

Moreover, any subgraph where

:vs�Av (4.8)

can deliver no result. This is again proven indirectly: let a be such a result. Then

a�Av (4:10)

holds as well as
vs�Aa: (4.9)

The latter follows from Theorem 4.1 since a is reachable from vs , the source,
i.e. there is a path from hvs ; indexi to ha; indexi. Equations (4:10) and (4.9)
imply based on De�nition 1.2 that vs�Av contradicting equation (4.8).
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function minA(v)1

return all data elements represented by any vertex connected to an2

element of min0A(v) via an edge contained by Eid

endfun3

function min0A(v)4

part := ;5

foreach hnode; indexi 2 sources do6

if node �A v then return min0A(node,v)7

if v �A node then part := part [ fnodeg8

return part9

endfun10

function min0A(node,v)11

if v �A node then return {node}12

part := ;13

foreach next 2 {
v 0jhhnode; indexi; hv 0; indexii 2 Eii

}
do14

if next �A v then return min0A(next,v)15

if v �A next then part := part [ fnextg16

return part17

endfun18

Figure 4.4: Calculating minA(v)

max0A(node,v) calculates the desired result for the subgraph rooted from
hnode; indexi, provided that

node �A v (4.10)

(precondition). It uni�es the results for each subgraph rooted from any of its
successors. Like before with sources, the uni�cation operation is proper and no
subgraph need to be considered where equation (4.10) does not hold for the
starting vertex. This implies that precondition is maintained for the recursive
evaluation. The last step to prove is: i� the result would be empty meaning there
is no a for which equations (4.1) and (4.2) hold, which is due to the �niteness of
the graph (see Proposition 4.1 and De�nition 4.3) equivalent to :9m m�Av in
the subgraph disregarding hnode; indexi, i.e. according to Theorem 4.1

:9m m2RA ^ node 6= m ^ node�Am ^m�Av ; (4.11)

then the single result node is to be returned.
For the if part: With a � node, equation (4.11) is the same as equation (4.2)

and equation (4.10) as equation (4.1).
For the only if part: indirect, i.e. node is only part of the desired result. Let

another element of the result be denoted by a. All this formally:

node2RA ^ a2RA ^ node 6= a; (4.12)

:9m m2RA ^ node 6=m ^ node�Am�Av ; (4:20)

a �A v : (4:10)
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From Theorem 4.1 node�Aa follows. This together with equations (4.12) and (4:10)
implies

a2RA ^ node 6=a ^ node�Aa�Av

contradicting equation (4:20).
minA(v): For the partial correctness, according to Proposition 4.2 it is su�-

cient to prove that min0A(v) returns vertices of the core graph which represent
attribute values of the expected data elements. min0A(v) considers the (not nec-
essarily disjoint) subgraphs accessible from each source. If for a source vs

vs�Av (4.13)

only that subgraph is explored for results. This su�ces as equations (4.3) and (4.13)
together imply vs�AdA (see De�nition 1.2), which means there is a path from
hvs ; indexi to the vertex representing hdA; indexi (see Theorem 4.1). If for a
source hvs ; indexi

v�Avs

vs must be an element of the result because equations (4.3) and (4.4) are true.
The latter follows from the fact that vs is represented by a source, i.e. there is no
vertex m from which hvs ; indexi could be reached, using Theorem 4.1.

The last step is to prove that min0A(node,v) calculates the desired result from
the subgraph rooted from hnode; indexi, provided that

node �A v (4.14)

(precondition). First of all, if

v �A node (4.15)

also holds, the result can only be the set consisting of the single element node
because according to De�nition 1.2 equations (4.14) and (4.15) imply v = node

then, which can trivially be the only solution for the query de�ned in Proposi-
tion 4.2. Otherwise, one obtains the desired result similarly to the case of min0A(v)
where sources were considered. Sources correspond to successive vertices here.
Note that precondition holds for the �rst call and is maintained for the recursive
evaluation.

The shortcut, in certain cases, improves performance over a trivial exhaustive
breadth-�rst (see e.g. [96]) or depth-�rst traversal obviously by reducing the num-
ber of items to visit (without any additional auxiliary data kept, such as caching
the visited status). However, there is another, less obvious but signi�cant e�ect
too: the algorithm becomes tail-recursive2 which can be realised in a more com-
putation time- and space-economical manner than an ordinary recursion [58, 64].
If the converse[10] of the core graph is also directly stored (note that the order
of maintenance costs remains the same, they are just doubled), maxA(v) can also
gain bene�t from the shortcut and the tail-recursion just by executing minA(v)
on the converse of the core graph.

Even if the core graph is not an antichain, however, these lookup algorithms
may check all the vertices just like the brute force method. To reduce IO accesses

2The recursive call is the last action carried out by the function before return.[64]
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for branch selection (lines 14 and 15 in Figure 4.4), it is bene�cial to duplicate
the neighbouring items in each vertex if in a particular application the degree of
the vertices in the core graph is low (i.e. the poset elements have relatively few
neighbours). Note that maintaining this redundancy incurs no additional cost for
the maintenance algorithms since all the neighbours are touched then anyway (see
Section 4.2.3 for details).

Example 4.4. Figure 4.5 depicts a possible realisation of this modi�ed structure
for the same data as used in the previous example. Here too the auxiliary �le
comprises variable-sized chunks, which are delimited by thick rules. The blocks of
a chunk are again manipulated together and correspond to a vertex of the core
graph. The �rst part of each chunk may span several blocks. Those blocks identify
neighbouring poset elements and the location of their representation in the �le.
If a vertex is a sink, this part of the chunk is omitted. In general, the length of
this part is limited according to the assumption. The other part of each chunk
is just a pointer array representing the edges to the vertices corresponding to the
data elements. The layout of the data �le is not changed compared to the (more
general) physical layout introduced in the previous example.

The entry point of the whole representation is the �rst block of the auxiliary
�le. Note that in this realisation the poset elements contained in a chunk of the
auxiliary �le are not equal to the corresponding �eld of the data elements the
chunk points to.

aux.

�le

�le

data
TMSHEH

d00 d10 d11

SH2 SH1

d22d11d01

GB

Figure 4.5: Possible data layout of the catalogue with low number of neighbours
on a medium consisting of blocks

Theorem 4.3 (Query Time Complexity for Posets with Limited Number of Neigh-
bours). If the number of neighbours is low, there exist query realisations which
run in O(s+p + N) time in the worst case.

Proof. For minA(v), the realisation as described in Figure 4.4 has exactly this time
complexity (where s stands for the number of sources) provided that in the core
graph, at each vertex the values the direct successor vertices correspond to are
stored in the same IO unit. Then only following an edge incurs time cost, checking
relations with neighbouring elements does not. The proof is straightforward and
similar to the one outlined in [86]. Note that there can be no cycle in the graph.

It is easy to see that for maxA(v), the realisation given in Figure 4.3 has a
time complexity of O(n + N) provided that in the core graph, at each vertex the
values the direct successor vertices correspond to are stored in the same IO unit.
This is less e�cient since n � s+p. However, for the graph GT = hG;ETi where
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ET = ET
ii
[Eid and ET

ii
= fhv1; v2ijhv2; v1i 2 Eiig (i.e. the core graph component

is replaced with its converse), minA(v) delivers the same result, which has the
expected time complexity as proven earlier.

The term N is always due to the fact that the hits (the data elements them-
selves) are to be returned.

4.2.3 Maintenance Algorithms

We now show how the naïve graph representation can be e�ciently maintained
when a data item is inserted or deleted.3 The Figures 4.6 and 4.7 are not sophis-
ticated at all, they basically update the edges from/to the neighbouring vertices
in the core graph as proposed by [96]. Of course, links to the data elements are,
too, maintained. Additionally, the source and sink sets are kept up to date.

function insertA(d)1

min := min0A(dA)2

if min 6= fdAg then3

// no corresponding vertex4

max := max0A(dA)5

V := V [ {hdA; indexi; hdA; datai}6

Eid := Eid [
{hhdA; indexi; hdA; dataii}7

if min = ; then sources := sources [ fhdA; indexig8

if max = ; then sinks := sinks [ fhdA; indexig9

foreach less 2 max do10

Eii := Eii [
{hhless; indexi; hdA; indexii}11

sinks := sinks n fhless; indexig12

foreach more 2 min do13

Eii := Eii n
{hhless; indexi; hmore; indexii}14

foreach more 2 min do15

Eii := Eii [
{hhdA; indexi; hmore; indexii}16

sources := sources n fhmore; indexig17

insert d into the set of items represented by hdA; datai18

endfun19

Figure 4.6: Realising insertA(d)

Theorem 4.4 (Maintenance Correctness). The insertion/deletion algorithms de-
scribed in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 are correct.

Proof. Again only partial correctness is proven directly. Termination follows from
the successive theorem.

The proof of partial correctness needs to consider the following properties of
the resulting graph:

1. it shall (not4) contain the speci�ed data element,

3As usual, an item update can be realised as an insert following a delete.
4in case of delete
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function deleteA(d)1

min := min0A(dA)2

if min 6= fdAg then return // no corresponding vertex3

if d 62 the set of items represented by hdA; datai then4

return // no such data element5

remove d from the set of items represented by hdA; datai6

if ; = the set of items represented by hdA; datai then7

foreach less 2 {
v 0jhhv 0; indexi; hdA; indexii 2 Eii

}
do8

Eii := Eii n
{hhless; indexi; hdA; indexii}9

foreach more 2 {
v 0jhhdA; indexi; hv 0; indexii 2 Eii

}
do10

Eii := Eii [
{hhless; indexi; hmore; indexii}11

if ; = {
v 0jhhless; indexi; hv 0; indexii 2 Eii

}
then12

sinks := sinks [ fhless; indexig13

foreach more 2 {
v 0jhhdA; indexi; hv 0; indexii 2 Eii

}
do14

Eii := Eii n
{hhdA; indexi; hmore; indexii}15

if ; = {
v 0jhhv 0; indexi; hmore; indexii 2 Eii

}
then16

sources := sources [ fhmore; indexig17

Eid := Eid n
{hhdA; indexi; hdA; dataii}18

sources := sources n fhdA; indexig19

sinks := sinks n fhdA; indexig20

V := V n {hdA; indexi; hdA; datai}21

endfun22

Figure 4.7: Realising deleteA(d)
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2. it shall be compliant to De�nition 4.3,

3. the sets global to the core graph called sources and sinks shall be correct.

The �rst point follows from the fact that min0A(dA) returns the set containing
only the vertex representing dA i� there is such a vertex. The only if part is trivial.
For the if part consider that

� the conditions of De�nition 4.2 of course hold for dA (see re�exivity in
De�nition 1.2),

� for any other vertex d 0A the second condition can not because there is another
vertex (dA actually) which is di�erent (dA 6=d 0A) and

dA �A dA �A d 0A

(see again re�exivity in De�nition 1.2).

The second point is straightforward in terms of vertices and edges which are
part of Eid, only the handling of Eii needs explanation unless the graph has not
got to be modi�ed.

insertA(d): The vertex newly added to the core graph has to be connected
exactly to the vertices returned by max0A(dA) and min0A(dA) according to De�ni-
tion 4.3 and Theorem 4.2. (Note that the functions are calculated before vertex
insertion and therefore the results necessarily cannot contain the vertex represent-
ing dA itself, as proven above.) Furthermore, the new attribute value may a�ect
existing edges according to De�nition 4.3. Indeed, the �A relation is not altered
(of course, only RA is extended) but the negated existential formula in the de�-
nition of Eii can become false due to the extension of RA. This happens exactly
with v3�dA. The a�ected v1 and v2 values are those

� which precede/follow dA and

� there is no other value between them (otherwise the negated formula would
not have been true earlier).

The vertices representing such v1 and v2 values are returned by max0A(dA) and
min0A(dA) exactly (see Theorem 4.2).

deleteA(d): It is similar to but a bit simpler than and opposite of the previous
case as here new edges between other vertices have to be added.

Ensuring the third point is pretty easy. The sets sources and sinks are
modi�ed w.r.t. the newly added/removed vertex and edges (of the core graph).
No further vertex may be a�ected by De�nition 4.4.

Theorem 4.5 (Maintenance Time Complexity). The insertion/deletion algorithms
described in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 are in general as e�cient as they can be, they
run in O(n2 + N) time in the worst case.

Proof[86]. The overall complexity is the sum of the complexity of the lookup
operations and the manipulations of the sets sources, sinks, Eii and Eid. The
latter dominates because

� jEidj = n � s,
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� all the elements of Eii may be touched one by one (for instance if a third
partite set is created by inserting an element in between the partite sets of
a complete bipartite core graph; or the other way round) and O(n2) � jEiij
according to Proposition 4.3.

4.3 The Chain Representation

Because the naïve graph representation may occupy too much space (it may be
quadratic in the number of stored attribute values, see Proposition 4.3) and query
processing using it may be as slow as the brute force method, I looked for an
alternative, more compact/easily traversable representation. In [54] I proposed to
represent the part of the poset actually stored in the database as chains[13] in a
similar manner as [8] had done it.

De�nition 4.5. In a chain representation the core graph as de�ned earlier in
De�nition 4.3 is decomposed[10] into (vertex-disjoint) chains, i.e. into vertex-
disjoint paths. In such a chain decomposition it su�ces to store only the edges
between the chains in addition to the chains themselves. The rest of the graph is
not altered, i.e. not represented in any di�erent way.

Note that the chain representation is no di�erent than the naïve representation
in terms of edges (and of course vertices) represented. Its core graph is only
decomposed into vertex-disjoint paths, which are totally ordered subsets and they
are as such in turn especially suitable for an implicit data structure, i.e. for simple
linear organisation. Moreover, the number of outgoing edges (which are not part
of an implicit data structure) from a chain is limited as shown next.

Proposition 4.5 (Edges between Chains). From each vertex of a chain there is
at most one edge to each other chain. To each vertex of a chain there is at most
one edge from each other chain.

Proof. Here only the �rst proposition is proven. The proof of the second is analo-
gous to the �rst one.

Indirect. Let hvi j ; indexi denote the j th vertex in the i th chain. Then let us
assume that hhvi j ; indexi; hvkm; indexii; hhvi j ; indexi; hvkn; indexii 2 Eii where
i 6=k and n>m (implying vi j 6=vkm and vkm 6=vkn). But for the latter edge the
negated existential formula in the de�nition of Eii (see De�nition 4.3) cannot
hold because with v3�vkm the inner formula is true:

� vi j�Avkm follows from the fact that the vertices representing these values
are connected by a path (see Theorem 4.1). The path is indeed a single
edge.

� vkm�Avkn because the vertices representing these values reside in the same
chain and n>m.

To be able to evaluate various complexity properties of the representation, in
addition to the already known ones the following notation is introduced: let w
denote the number of chains in such a decomposition of the core graph.
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Example 4.5. Figure 4.8 depicts a possible realisation of the chain representation
for the same data as used in the previous examples of this chapter. The auxiliary
�le comprises variable-sized chunks, which are delimited by thick rules in the �gure
as before. But all the blocks of a chunk are not necessarily manipulated (read,
written) together. The �rst chunk is a plain block of pointers to the representation
of the chains. All other chunks correspond to chains and have two parts. The �rst
one is a directory of pointers to the elements of the chain, which are themselves
represented in the other part. Although not required, the vertices of a chain are
represented in their order in the chunk. The layout of a vertex is as follows: �rst
the poset element, then at most w�1 other poset elements with pointers to their
representation (they are the direct successors in the other chains) and at last
pointers to the data elements. The data elements are stored, as usual, in the data
�le.

SH2 TMSHEH

d11 d22d01

SH1GB

d00 d10
�le

aux.

data

�le

d10 d01

Figure 4.8: Possible data layout of the catalogue based on chains on a medium
consisting of blocks

4.3.1 Space Allocation

Theorem 4.6. The chain representation occupies O(wn + N) space.

Proof. From the preceding proposition one may infer that the chain decomposition
of the core graph occupies O(wn) space. (The same is stated in [79].) It is
possible within this limit to store the chain entry points, the chain lengths and
at each vertex the values the direct successive vertices correspond to. The latter
is done in a similar way as done in the naïve representation with low number
of neighbours and for the same reason: to eliminate the need of accessing the
successive vertices upon query processing � see the next section for details.

The order N signi�es that the data elements are to be stored as well.

The same bound for the space allocation actually applies to the naïve repre-
sentation as well and since n � w always evidently holds, it is stricter than the
one stated in Proposition 4.3. Furthermore, it is also known that:

� the least possible w (denoted by wmin) equals to the size of a maximal
antichain (Dilworth's theorem[13] for �nite graphs),

� from [79]: for random graphs with probability 1 > q > 0

E(wmin) = O
(
ln(nq)

q

)
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where E stands for the expected value.

4.3.2 Query Algorithms

The query realisations described in Section 4.2.2 can also operate on a chain rep-
resentation. However, an additional speedup is possible: when checking successive
vertices (line 14 in Figure 4.4) the one in the same chain should be checked �rst.
On one hand the potential locality of the elements in a chain enables this (it is
worth storing them at least logically in a sequential order on the medium), which
means faster IO. On the other hand, in chains every pair of elements is comparable
(since chains are totally ordered subsets), in which a binary search[59] is faster
than a sequential scan. That is, the sequential check of successive vertices in
the same chain to �nd the point where the check has to leave the chain can be
replaced with a binary search not only for exact match queries as it is done in [8]
does but also for our atomic queries. This algorithm is formalised in Figure 4.9
for minA(v) using the notation

�A extended for vertices of the core graph where the values represented by them
are in fact to be considered,

chains[c ][i ] denoting the i th element of the c th chain.

As before, the atomic query maxA(v) can be evaluated by executing minA(v) on
the converse of the graph.

To prove the correctness of the algorithm the following property of the chain
representation is needed.

Proposition 4.6 (Sources and Sinks in a Chain Representation). In any chain
representation

sources �
⋃

i=f1;:::;wg

chains[i ][1]

and similarly
sinks �

⋃
i=f1;:::;wg

chains[i ][length(i)]

where length(i) denotes the length of the i th chain.
This implies w � s.

Proof. This is trivial indirectly, i.e. assuming there is a source resp. sink which
does not reside at the end of a chain.

Theorem 4.7 (Query Correctness for Chains). The query realisation described in
Figure 4.9 is correct.

Proof. To this end, it will be shown that the algorithm in Figure 4.9 executes as
the one in Figure 4.4 under certain circumstances. The whole proof relies heavily
on the fact that chains are totally ordered.

binary_search(v,chain,�rst,last): Provided that the precondition

chains[chain][f i r st] �A v
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function minA(v)1

return all data elements represented by any vertex connected to an2

element of min0A(v) via an edge contained by Eid

endfun3

function min0A(v)4

part := ;5

foreach i 2 f1; : : : ; wg do6

node := chains[i ][1]7

if node =2 sources then continue8

if v �A node then part := part [ fnodeg9

if node �A v then return part [ min0A(i,1,v)10

return part11

endfun12

function min0A(chain,item,v)13

node := chains[chain][i tem]14

if v �A node then return {node}15

part := ;16

last := binary_search(v, chain, item, length(chain))17

if v �A chains[chain][last] then return fchains[chain][last]g18

foreach j 2 fchain; : : : ; wg do19

i tem := neighbour(chain,last,j)20

if 0=i tem then continue21

next := chains[j ][i tem]22

if v �A next then part := part [ fnextg23

if next �A v then return part [ min0A(j,item,v)24

return part25

endfun26

function binary_search(v, chain, �rst, last)27

if f i r st = last then return �rst28

i tem := d f ir st+last
2 e29

if chains[chain][i tem] �A v then30

return binary_search(v,chain,item,last)31

else return binary_search(v,chain,�rst,item-1)32

endfun33

function length(i)34

return the number of items in the i th chain35

endfun36

function neighbour(i,item,j)37

return the ordinal of the item in the j th chain which is reachable from38

chains[i ][i tem] via an edge, 0 if there is no such item
endfun39

Figure 4.9: Calculating minA(v) with chains
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holds, this function returns

max
index

findex jindex2N+ ^ last�index�f i r st ^ chains[chain][index ] �A vg:

This is implied by three facts:

� that the chain is ordered from the f i r st element towards the last,

� that the recursion exits if only a single element remains in the search interval
and

� that the recursive call is made on the partition on which the precondition
holds.

min0A(chain,item,v): The steps performed to compute this function are akin to
the ones of the original function. In the foreach loop in the original algorithm it is
allowed to follow edges in any order for the �A check and that invokes the function
recursively while the precondition of the function holds for the selected successive
vertex. This is exactly what binary_search(v,chain,item,length(chain)) re-
alises in the new algorithm by following the edges in the chain (see the previous
point in this proof). Then min0A(chain,item,v) is invoked recursively for one of
the next chains (if possible) unless there is an exact match (line 18). When the
recursion terminates, the successive vertices are investigated whether they should
be part of the result (set). The algorithm for chains performs this only for the
current and the next chains. Not taking into consideration the previous chains
causes no false results because the previous chains were already searched (see the
realisation of min0A(v) and this function). In order not to miss any results from
the previous chains, checking eligibility to be a part of the result is performed in
the new algorithm before the recursion and the partial result calculated locally is
uni�ed with the value returned from the recursion. To see why this early inclusion
in the result does not cause false results, let us consider the following situation.
The relation

chains[i ][j ] �A v �A chains[i ][j+1] (4.16)

holds with
chains[i ][j ] 6= v (4.17)

but chains[i ][j+1] is not a valid result. The latter means according to Proposi-
tion 4.2 that formula (4.4) is untrue, i.e.

9d 0A d 0A2RA ^ chains[i ][j+1] 6= d 0A ^ v�Ad
0
A�Achains[i ][j+1]: (4.18)

Formulae (4.16) and (4.18) imply that

chains[i ][j ] �A v �A d 0A �A chains[i ][j+1] (4.19)

for some
d 0A 6= chains[i ][j+1] (4:180):

Then, however, there could be no edge between chains[i ][j ] and chains[i ][j+1]

according to De�nition 4.3 (see formulae (4.19), (4.17) and (4:180)).
min0A(v): This function is again similar to its original counterpart. It picks the

sources (using Proposition 4.6) and starts processing the chains from the lowest
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identi�ers. Since the whole algorithm never scans chains with lower identi�er than
the current one, any source found before processing the �rst chain is checked
for eligibility to be included in the result set and any partial result obtained this
way is uni�ed with the result of min0A(chain,item,v) � like said before when that
function was discussed. To see why the early inclusion in the result does not cause
false results, let us consider the following situation. The relation

v �A chains[i ][1]

holds where
chains[i ][1] 2 sources (4.20)

but it is not a valid result. The latter means according to Proposition 4.2 that
formula (4.4) is untrue, i.e.

9d 0A d 0A2RA ^ chains[i ][1] 6= d 0A ^ v�Ad
0
A�Achains[i ][1]:

According to Theorem 4.1 there is then a path from d 0A to chains[i ][1], which in
turn contradicts formula (4.20), see De�nition 4.4.

All this leads to the following theorem.

Theorem 4.8 (Query Time Complexity). In any chain representation, the query
realisations based Figure 4.9 run in

O
(
w+w log2

(
p+1

)
+ N

)
time.

Proof. The complexity of the outermost min0A(chain, item, v) call equals to the
sum of the complexity of binary searches in each chain visited. Let pi denote the
length of each chain (i = 1; : : : ; w). Then the binary searches altogether take at
most

w∑
i=1

dlog2 pie;

which is not greater than
w∑
i=1

(1 + log2 pi) = w + log2

w∏
i=1

pi ;

which is in turn not greater than

w + log2

(∑w
i=1 pi

w

)w

(4.21)

because of the well-known inequality of arithmetic and geometric means[44]. Due
to the de�nition of pi 's

w(p+1) �
w∑
i=1

pi = n;

thus formula (4.21) can be re-written as

w + log2

(w(p + 1)

w

)w

= w + w log2(p+1): (4.22)

Furthermore, minA(v) and min0A(v) themselves increase processing time at
most by w + N.
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There are two important points to note w.r.t. the proposed query algorithm
for chain representations.

� That the new algorithm is not slower than the original one in the worst case
is implied by the fact that

pi � 1 + dlog2 pie

for any pi2N+. That is, processing each chain is not slower with binary
search. Consequently

n =

w∑
i=1

pi �
w∑
i=1

1 + dlog2 pie:

� The chain representation of partial orders is a generalisation of indices for
total orders (i.e. w=1, n = p+1) which delivers results to queries as fast as
indices would do (in O(log n) time [33]) when the poset is actually totally
ordered.

4.3.3 Maintenance

Analogously to the naïve graph representation, maintaining the chain represen-
tation (inserting/deleting data elements) basically means maintaining the core
graph, i.e. here the chain decomposition itself because the rest of the graph is
very simple. The maintenance of chain decompositions is a well-elaborated area,
see e.g. [48, 8, 46, 16]. The related literature describes algorithms which can be
adapted for our maintenance purposes in a straightforward manner.

4.4 Summary

By comparison with the objective speci�ed in the Introduction, this chapter pro-
vided e�cient domain-neutral physical organisation (along with maintenance al-
gorithms) based on partial orders. The physical organisation introduced supports
closest match queries by the min, max and similar query primitives. An exact
match query, required for compatibility reasons can be evaluated via evaluating
any of the query primitives and performing an additional check (see the related
part in Theorem 4.4).

A signi�cant part of these results were adapted from mathematics or other
�elds of computer science. In short, this chapter made the following contributions:

1. adapting the abstract structures (naïve and chain representation) for the
physical layer of databases,

2. de�ning ways to support closest match queries in the physical layer,

3. leveraging an improvement potential (tail recursion with shortcut) in trivial
lookup algorithms for naïve representations,

4. introducing a variant of the naïve representation for posets with elements
with a low number of neighbours which improves query processing time,
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5. showing that the chain representation subsumes indexing for total orders
w.r.t. query performance.

Moreover, the results are as well applicable to any attribute A on which only a
pre order exists.[86, 53, 55, 56, 54]

De�nition 4.6 (Pre Order v [18]). A pre order is a binary relation v which is

re�exive, i.e. 8x x v x ,

transitive, i.e. 8x8y8z x v y ^ y v z ) x v z .

In this case range(A) is split into equivalence classes.

De�nition 4.7 (Equivalence Relation Induced by a Pre Order [18]). On the domain
of a pre order v an equivalence relation �=v can be de�ned as follows:

x �=v y i� x v y ^ y v x:

A vertex of the core graph then represents not only a single attribute value
but all attribute values which belong to the same equivalence class and a vertex
which is not part of the core graph thus represents all data elements which have
a value as A belonging to a particular equivalence class. The partial order to use
in all structures and algorithms is de�ned below.

Proposition 4.7 ((Weak) Partial Order Induced by a Pre Order [18]). Let D the
domain of the pre order v. Then v is a partial order on D= �=v.

At last but not least, the reader may have realised that for our results we
implicitly outlined a distance on data elements.

De�nition 4.8 (Distance or Dissimilarity [34]). The function

d :X �X ! R

is called distance or dissimilarity on the set X if for all x; y 2 X

non-negativity i.e. d(x; y) � 0,

symmetry i.e. d(x; y) = d(y ; x),

re�exivity i.e. d(x; x) = 0

hold.

Indeed, the distance was based on the length of the path between the vertices
of the core graph representing the values of the designated attribute of the data
elements. (For such a distance, the required properties trivially hold.) However,
as we considered only the immediate neighbours (see De�nition 4.2) it did not
matter if the length of the shortest or longest path or whatever else similar was
the basis of the distance. So the distance was just really outlined and not de�ned.
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4.5 Related Work

Based on the insights listed on page 7 of the Introduction there was already
some research carried out to e�ciently realise exact match and path queries in
partially ordered data. There can be two approaches identi�ed to the problem
which actually map to the insights:

1. seeking domain-speci�c solutions for particular applications,

2. improving query processing time needed to process other elements than the
ones determining the poset width.

For the �rst approach a good example is the observation problem of big dis-
tributed systems which is elaborated in [95]. There the partial order to be repre-
sented and queried is the relative order of messages and their transmit and receive
events. Not only does such a partial order impose strict limits on the degrees[10]
of vertices in the graph representing the partial order but also the operations on
the graph are limited (inserts at the front, deletions at the bottom). Nevertheless,
the techniques employed to make queries in the graph cheaper may be adapted for
general purpose. The work [95] uses timestamps to reduce query response times
which actually map to poset encodings in the world of the generic (not speci�c to
any application domain) problem.

Similarly, [8] considers a particular application domain, taxonomy store. It does
not presume much about the partial order, though, so its results are of general
interest. Besides some caching methods it proposes chain organisation with binary
search. However, it investigates the methods from a di�erent point of view than
we.

� It concerns itself with small, in-memory data stores as the key operation is
comparison.

� It does not provide formal analysis of the methods, its makes empirical claims
only.

My work (let alone the support for closest match queries) considers real databases,
�lls the gap with the formal analysis of time complexity of queries over chains and
with the comparison to the special case of indices for total orders.

The second approach is pursued by [96]. On one hand, it reduces the number
of comparisons executed in the simple graph traversal by caching the results of
previous comparisons. In order to achieve that, however, it traverses the partial
order more frequently, which is a disadvantage in the IO model (i.e. in databases
not residing in main memory). On the other hand, [96] proposes, again, poset
encodings.



5
Outlook

5.1 Contributions, Conclusions and Future Direc-
tions

This dissertation gave a summary of my research, which aimed at providing meth-
ods to represent data semantics of modern, intelligent software systems. The
design method of databases has not changed over the time, so at each design
step I identi�ed some points where improvement was needed so that databases
themselves can support complex data semantics without environmental support
(i.e. additional software).

Firstly, I de�ned a new data model in Section 2.1. It is OO and logic-based.
This way it is possible to get the most out of these paradigms: high abstraction
with intuitiveness and extensibility. Moreover, the data model �ts into the new
trend of universal use of constraints. This way it serves the latest modelling needs.
In fact, the result in this area can rather be considered as a data model template
than a concrete instantiation because practical applicability (such as decidability,
complexity) needs to be addressed in the particular application. For example, in
my M.Sc. thesis, [82], I dealt only with formulae in clause form and relied on the
Prolog evaluation engine (e.g. [2]). In general, optimisation is clearly a must for
practical applications. For this purpose a great aid is the rich literature of various
applications of FOL. All such optimisation problems are already tackled there.

Secondly, I support OO applications with extensive constraint use (including
software which applies my data model) by a formal method for proving partial

correctness as described in Section 2.2. The method may be employed outside the
database domain, generally in OO programming environments, in OO software en-
gineering solutions which require formally proven (partial) correctness in the pres-
ence of value constraints describing object invariance, operation and state-based
role speci�cations. Future research directions include the support of constraints
between input and output, higher-order variants for type-preserving methods and
bounded polymorphism, the extension for distributed computation [85]. Further-
more, it could be investigated how the data model and the veri�cation method
can be adapted for DL.

69
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Thirdly, I introduced in Chapter 3 a general method for querying databases

with ontologies provided that a comparison function for a pair of OE sets is

available. The method is mainly of interest for OBIR systems and indeed it was
successfully realised in a prototype (see Section 3.5.1). Veri�cation of scalability
before application in a live system is outstanding.

At last but not least, in Chapter 4 I proposed native organisation for rep-

resenting pre orders in physical databases and a query evaluation algorithm

which delivers closest match answers instead of exact matches only. Be-
cause the subset relation is a pre order and semantic hierarchies are actually pre
order relations on the elements, most of the scenarios are supported where exact
matches are basically sought but if none is available, closest matches are expected.
As the modi�cation (insertion, update, deletion) algorithms are time-consuming,
my organisation and query methods are primarily suitable for large, repository-like
databases. In such data stores data are less often altered and the performance
gain at query time is signi�cant compared to other methods due to the large size
of the store. In the future it could be investigated what conditions on the pre
order or the data have to hold so that data modi�cation also becomes fast and
where that could be applied.

5.2 Recent developments

This section gives an overview of the results published in the domain of my research
since my results were obtained and published. As I pursued in several interdisci-
plinary areas, many new results are somehow related to mine. However, in this
overview I consider only those which have direct impact on or connection to my
results.

There are two possible approaches to OO data modelling with constraints:
deductive OO databases and constraint databases. In the former �eld a new
system called UNIDOOR[47] was introduced lately. Little is known about its
deductive features but it is very likely that constraints are not universally applied
in UNIDOOR as the main goal was to develop a deductive database with OO
features on state-of-the-art technologies to foster the penetration of deductive
(querying) features in mainstream environments [47]. Concerning the constraint
databases, the focus has not changed over the last few years: managing constraints
as data items for applications with massive amount of constraints like geographical
systems or bioinformatics. Because of this the current research undertaken in the
�eld of constraint databases does not deal with general-purpose, state-of-the-art
(i.e. OO) data modelling augmented with constraints.

Since I veri�ed that my axiomatic data model is really OO, new versions of
UML have been released. Version 2.2[92, 93] is the latest. But this does not
a�ect my results because the de�nitions I used as reference remained unchanged
in this version.

There is still much research interest in formally verifying certain properties of
algorithms. No newer result has been published which applies to partial correctness
of generic OO algorithms augmented with constraints. However, several other
properties are investigated in the literature which indicates that a combination of
techniques and tools is needed in practical applications. The recent work [76]
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provides a method to ease the development of new (e.g. merged) constructs to
be applied in formal veri�cation.

Plenty of publications has reported various results in the �eld of OBIR. A part
of these dealt with the ontology-based search itself. Performance problems were,
too, reported in that context (e.g. [39]). That was exactly the starting point of
my work in this �eld, my results could therefore resolve these issues as well. The
work [60] also uses heuristics to reduce the search space in advance. Such an
approach appears to be rather infrequent, however. I assume that normally the
performance of the core search method is improved until it becomes su�cient.1

In the �eld of physical databases, no development has been published recently
w.r.t. representation of generic partial orders. I expect that this is going to change
in the future because nowadays partial orders play an important role in data min-
ing [88].

1This was not an option for us as it is usually the case with prototypes.
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